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ABSTRACT:

Visitation to the Peace-Athabasca Area of Wood Buffalo National

Park has been on the increase. New and growing population centres have

been located relatively close to the Delta. Simultaneously, there has been

an awakening of northern awareness in our southern cities which is attracting

people to isolated areas such as Fort Chipewyan and the Peace-Athabasca Delta.

The development of the Athabasca Tar Sands has created the fast growing com-

munity of Fort Mcl"lurray, 180 miles sg-uth of Fort Chipewyan. The ideal

recreation area for this ne\^r conmunity is to the north' including Lake

Athabasca. More and more demands will be placed on the park for recrea-

tion" These demandç can only be met effectively if improved information

services and the development of planning guidelines govern various types

of resource based recreation such as camping, hiking, canoeing and wildlife

observation"

(i)

This study was designed to outline directions or courses of action

which may be followed j-n order to aid in future development and management

for interpretive use of the Peace-Athabasca Del-ta portion of lVood Buffalo

National Park" Preservation has a high priority in national parks and

int,roductions of consumptive use must be such ttrat no impairment of the

area will occur which will affect future generations of visitors.

The primary objective of this study was to define the interpretive

story of the delta and delta user areas and locations or contact points as

they relaÈe to ttrat story" This was done in a manner which takes into

account such factors as!

1. the sensitivity of the vegetation, wildlife and surficial geology;

2. accessibility of each area and;

3" characteristics of various visitor groups



It was an aim of this practicum to priorize each potential user area

in relation to the delta story. It was a further aim of this study to recom-
:

mend appropriate med,ia for commr:nication of the delta story to the visitor

for each user area

In general, it was suggested that the development of interpretive

programs for isolated northern parks should follow new directions. The ma-

jority of potential park users are hundreds of miles away in southern cities.

As in any national park, excessive on-site use may destroy tÏ¡e resource which

is the focus of interpretation. Thus, interpret,ation in the north must

place emphasis on off site interpretation. Means of communication have

been postulated in this report for off site interpretation, where it was

considered that ttie story of the area could be best told off site. Often

interpretation can be made available to,a larger number of people than

would be reached ttrrough on-site interpretation.

( ii)
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INTRODUCTION

Interpretation and interpretive proçtrams have been used in national

parks to commr¡nicate with the park user" These programs have two purposes:

1" To commr:nicate to the public, the park story. TLre park
story is the basic message delineating the essential qualities
of a particular.park within the national park system"

,. o To give the pubtic an appreciation and understanding of
the national park system and of Parks Canadars objectives for
the system"

I. Preamble

.1.

CHAPTER I

The inÈerpreters or park naturalists use the park story Êo eirhance the visitorrs

experience while in the park and to provide benefits for those unable to visit

the park" The park story is made up from elements of the park resource base

including geologyo flora, fauna and human history"

onJ.y recently" It provides a means of rendering more meaningful interpreÈive

programs which have arisen on an ad hoc basis in established parks. It further

provides development and management guidelines for visitor use in order that

the objectives of interyretation night be integrated fully into the planning

and development of a new park. Visitor use is defined to mean the actual

on site use, consumptive or non-consumptive, of a park resource. It is

also noted that people can enjoy the park resource ie. obtain user benefits,

without actually visiting the park for an on site e:çerience" Perhaps the

Interyretive planning as a structured discipline has come into being



most $ridely accepted definition of interpretive planning has been given by
l

G. E. Tayler:- r'Interpretive planning is the identification and evaluation

of areas and features that best express the meaning of the park¡ that best

allow the visitor to perceive this meaning and best present opportunities

for some form of communication to eirhance visitor experience and heighten

visitor sensitivity."

The need for this study on the Peace-Athabasca Delta was identified

when a high priority was placed on the area for possible visitor use develop-
)

ment by R. Day"- fn the interpretive planning process, this. in depth study

of one particular area or unit of Wood Buffalo National Park has been called

an Interpretive Unit Plan. "The Interpretive Unit Plan is comparable to an

area development nl.rr. It examines the resource values of the unitn the

story to be related, the level of understanding to be obtained, the ecolo-

gicat, spacial and temporal relationshipsamong features and between features

and visitors" It assigns segments of the total unit story to features and

locations and determines patterns o.f interpretive use. It selects tfie media

to be used to relate the story and it programs tåe responsibilities and

priorities for preparation of media-p1a.rs."3

During the summer months of .fune, July and Augn¡st of 1975, the

author, a graduate student at the Natural Resource Institute, University of

I th" rnterpretive Planning Process:
Ottawa. Parks Canada, July,
2 wood Buffalo National Park
Parks Canadan 1975C.

t n. ". 
Tayrer, op. cit

1975.

Interpretive Planning Guidelines. Winnipeg:

A Communications Approach.
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Manitoba, was contracted by Parks Canada to research and produce an ínter-

pretive r.rrit plan for the Peace-Athabasca Delta. Ifre final document'was to

be used as well for a practicum or final requirement for the authorrs Masters

of Natural Resource Management.

To be consistent with national park policy, any development and use

patterns provided for in this unit pt.r, ^,r"t avoid impairment of the park

resource which must be maintained for futurre generations.

2" ObjecÈives of the Study

This document has four main objectives. They are:

1. To define the interpretive messages (stories) of the
I

delta interpretive unit.

2. To identify the best locations within the delta for
the on site communication of these messages

3. To identify the various park users wlronthe interpretive
program will atÈenpt to contact.

4. To recommend the most suitable media and general inter-
pretive approaches which may be used to relate the delta stories
to the various audiences"

The information on the resource base and sensitivity levels of the

various seg-ments of the delta was gathered from numerous previous studies.

This information was then used in the documentation of the features and

locations visited during field studies in ttre delta. norÈ Chipevryan was

used as a base for the field studies primarily because of its close proximiÈy

3" MethodologV



to the delta. Travel to the various locations was accomplished nainty by

boat from this point. For further reference in this document, interpretive

contact points were defined as points or locations where the park visitor

may be able to see first hand those areas of interest which portray a seg-

ment of the delta story.

Íhe previous. subdivision of the study area into smaller units calted

su.br.units was utilized for ease in determining the major storylines of the

delÈa" The sub-units are of relatively homogeneous physical characteristics

which represent the major storylines to be told at.t]¡e various interpretive

"4"

contact points"

1" The major timitation to producing any concrete plan for

the future use of the Peace-Athabasca Delta was tÌ¡at the delta is an ever

changing entity" The physical aspects this plan is based on today, may not

be there in tl¡e future.

4.
¡

LimiÈations of the Study

2" In this document, visitor use \.eas primarily considered

for the sunmer season, which was also the time when the research was done.

Íhus little has been recommended for winter use of the Peace-Athabasca Delta

except for off site interpretation.



ANALYSIS OF THE PEACE-ATHABASCA DELTA T]NIT

The Peace-Athabasca Delta Inteqpretive Unit is located in the south-

eastern section of güood Buffalo National park, (Figure 1), approximately 700

miles north of E&nonton. The nearest population centre is Fort Chipewy¿m, a

tot¡n of 11500 people and Albertars northern most community. The study area

covers or¡er I¡OOO square miles and is, Canadars largest inland delta. It differs
markedly from the remainder of the park which features gently rolling topography

of Èhe northern plains with a boreal forest cover.

1.

.5

CHAPTER

Location of Study Area

II

To portray the overall story line for interpretaÈion of the peace -
Athabasca Delta, a main theme for the unit has been defined. 'rIn the delta,

water is the boss." - Sal Martin, Eort Chipewyan Trapper.

3. Unit Story

2" Unit, Theme

A unit story threads together the salient features of an area into
a comprehensible integrated entity. It will. include elements from some or all
of such fields as geology, biology, and history.

Waterhas been the main factorthatinfluences every aspect of life
in the Peace *thabasóa Delta. The hydrological regime controls surficial de-

posits, flor+ fauna and human activities. Differences in elevation are sJ-ight.

or¡er the vast majority of the delta, Thus, a rise in water level of only a

few inches, will- result in the flooding of hundreds of acres. The unit actually
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consists of three deltas - the Peace, Birch and Athabasca River Deltas. ft

is the deposition associated with these three rivers that has caused the

silting in of the west end of Lake Athabasca, thus forming one of the largest

fresh water deltas in the world. On the east side of the uniÈ is tl¡e Canadian

Shield with the shield-delta interface occurring in the triangular river

system north of Fort Chipewyan (See Fign¡re 3) "

Associated closely with the various delta states (see Appendix I,

page 123 for definitions of "stages") are the successional stages of vege-

tation. Transition zones, from grass and sedge meadows and mud.-fIats, to

willow levees and finallyo to balsam poplar and spruce forests, are seen

along all the major delta rivers" The lakes and marshes are the staging

andr breeding g.Jurrds for thousands of ducks and geese from all four North

American fl1n,rays.

.:7.

Other birds present in the delta include the rare peregrine falcon,

scarce bald eagle and multitudes of ravens. The numerous lakes provide habi-

tat for many speices of fish and include the spawning grounds of the goldeye.

The meadows and mudflats comprise the largest area of the delta and they pro-

vide the winter range for the majcirity of the parkrs bison. other animals

that are found in abundance include tÌ¡e tirnber wolf, moose and muskrat. The

moose and muskrat have in the past¡ been of great value to the native popula-

tion of the area" They continue to be of considerable importance even though

today very few native people live in the delta. Still, the great wealth of

human history is reflected in the drea¡s camps and trappers¡ cabins which are

used seasonally"

Water' bison and human history were thus determined to be the main

interpretive themes for the delta unit" These correspond with the major in-

terpretive themes of the overall park story of !{ood Buffalo National Park.



Contrary to the widely held belief that "the Peace-Athal:asca Delta

is a huge marsh wilderness, devoid of human visitation", this interpretive

unit has received the heaviest human usage in Wood Buffalo National Park.

L Visitor Profiles

The majority of visitors Èo the delta are native residents of the

area. Fish campsarepresentin all parts of the delta and evidence of past encamp-

ments can be found. Tlhe rivers through the delta are the major transportation

routes between Fort Chipewyan and. Fort Snith to the north and between Fort

Chipewyan and Fort MacKay to the south. Trappers' ca.bins are commonly seen

on many of the drainage creeks and rivers of the delta. Most of the native

park users live in Fort Chipewyan except for some time spent during the summer

at their fish camps, and periods in the winter months on their trapJ-ines.

Non-Native Users

.8.

A. current on Site Users

Native Users

A .great number of government employees have spent between one a¡td

tvro years in Fort Chipewyan. These include Local school teachers' nurses,

etc. who make up an estimated 108 of delta users.t *"rry of them participate

in recreational activities on Lake Athabasca and sight seeing in the delta.

Many transient workers visit the delta during the sum¡ner months only. These

include university students and Canad.ian Vüildlife Service employees and others'

I w.rdun Service, ForÈ Chipewyanr Personal Interview, July, irg75-



who, during their ti.me spent in ForÈ Chipewyan, are engaged in various re-

search programs concerned with the natural history of the region together

with its socio-economic aspecÈs.

Regional Users

Residents of Fort Smith, Uranium City and Fort McMurray rdere con-

sidered regional users-Theyma\e up ¿In estimated 5å of delta visitors.2 
"l-,¡ti.

interest in the welfare of the delta appears to be one of the main reasons

for the increase in regional visitors. Most have come into the delta by boaÈ,

via ttre various water routes

Tourists

o

Although seldom noÈiced. among the many transient summer workers,

outside visitors make up an estimated 5% of delta visitors. Most of these

ha¡e entered by canoe from the south along the Athabasca and Embarras Rivers

and followed the Slave River to destinations further north

According to Roya1 Canadian Mounted Police records, there has been

a noticea.ble upswing in registered canoe trips in ttre last few years. The

statistics given for the sunmer months of 1,974 and 1975 show approximately

3t¡¿o canoe parties per week with an average of four-persons per party.-

Several parties of tourists have entered Fort Chipewyan via a com-

mercial power boat venture in Fort l4cMurray. Approximately 10 - 12 persons

per party are involved. This type of group tour is expected to increase

marked.ly in the next few years 
"

2

3

Personal Observations, Fort Chipewyan, July, 19'75.

R.C.M.P. Detachment, Fort Chipewyan, July, 1975"



i There is

than that related

B.

Seasonal Use

The vicarious user is a potential user who is not able to visit

the delta directly for on site interpretation but still wishes a delta experience

or more information on the delta. Ttris may be accomplished through increased

emphasis on off site interpretation, utilizing such media as 16 mm. film or

written documentation, of the major story themes found in the delta. The

vicarious user is perhaps the most important of the park users to be con-

sidered in the futüre development of interpretive programs for our northern

parks"

little or no visitation to the delta during winter other

to the above mentioned native use.

Ttre Vicarious User

.10.

Access , is an important factor in limiting the present visitation of

the de1ta" Taking into accor:nt several proposals for a road from Fort Chipewyan

to Fort McMurray and from Fort Chipewyan to Fort Smith, it is conceivable that

there will be a great increase in regional and. tourist visitation to the delta

due to better access in: the future" A road connecting Fort Smith to Fort

McMurray would mean a circle route from and to Edmonton, bringing the tourist

from the northern portion of Vlood Buffalo National Park to the south.

c. Future Visitor. Use

Geological survey crevrs have recently been working to the east of the

Athabasca River' just south of Lake Athabasca. Investigations of uranium deposits

in this area suggest that; the possibility of a new mine in the area is quite high.

The development of this mineral potential would place Fort Chipewy¿rn and the delta

in close proxímÍty to yet, another growing population centre to the south and east.



BACKGROT'ND STI,DIES

A document very important to this study was The Peace-Athabasca Delta:

Technical Reportl as prepared in 1973 by the Peace-Athabasca Project Group for

the governments of Canada, Alberta and Saskatchewan. The Technical Report

documented important information on the resource base of tJ: e delta.

l. Early Studies

"11 .

CHAPTER TIT

The development of an interpretive unit plan was one of tl.e final

stages i-n ttre building process of park planning" fhe base for the present

report lies in three previous park planning dociuments. Hoole's documentl

is commonly referred to throughout this practicum as the master plan. "The

master plan clearly defines goals for all activities in the park and estab-

lishes a land use zoning system which will govern and provide direction for

all other planning."2 Many decisions made in this practicum were based on

master planning considerations such as Hoole's proposed zoning system

(Appendix II) o critical wildlife habiÈat mapping (Appendix I) and landscape

tolerance mapping (APpendix III).

,2" Related Studies

1 A. HooI., (Lg75),

2 *" O"y, (1975A) , Park-s Ca¡raola lnterpretive Planning: ; How it HaPPens in
National Parks, Parks Canada. Page 2.

Area Planning: Peace-Athabasca Delta, Parks Canada.



Dayr s interpretive planning document? from which the reconrnendation

for this research study stemmed, outlines the initial interpretive planning

guidelines for the complete park, giving park story, themes and objectives

for interpretation. The park was broken down into units or areas of homogeneous

character and overall storyline. Themes and objectives for interpretation

were then enlarged upon in the third planning document, R. Dayrs status report

^on the delta.* This report formed the basis of ttte terms of reference for the

development of this'Interpretive Unit PIan.

.L2.

3 *" o.yn (1975c), op. cit.
4 (fgZS"), Peace-Athabasca Delta ïnterpretive Unit Plan: Status Report.
Parks Canada"



ANATYSIS OF SUB-UNITS

The Peace-Athabasca Delta is a large area covering over one and a

half million acres. In order to determine the more detailed storyliùes of

the delta and to identify sites where the park user might obtain first hand

experience with each, areas of relatively homogeneous physical characteristics

have been located" These areas, ca1led sub-units, were delineated as follows

by Day in his status reportl,

1. trhe Meadows and Mudflats Sub-Unit"

2" Lake AÈhabasca Remnant Sub-Unit.

1. Introduction

.13

CHAPTER ïv

3" Birch De1ta Sub-Unit. 
,¡

4" The Athabasca Forest and Shrub Sub-Unit"

5" The Peace Forests and Meadows Sub-Unit"

6- The Shield Delta Sub-Unit-

Sub-units are tools, useful in depicting storyline segments and

approaches around which interpretive programs may be developed. Their de-

lineation is ultimately subjective. In the course of this project, it has

been found desirable to modify Day¡s system of sr¡b-units as follows:

1. "Lake Athabasca Remnant Sub-Unit'o has been renamed "open

lclaters Sr¡b-Unit", to be consistent with the naming of the other

five sr:b-units after their physical appearance.

1- (19758) n op. cit"
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2" The Shield Detta Sub-Unit has been extended to ericompass

the pre-cambrian rock formations to the 
"orraf, 

of the:L"k. Athabasca

Lake Mamawi arm of the Quatre Fourches River.

report.

elements

These are

Figure II shows the locations of the six sub-units as

Each sub-r¡r¡it is discussed in its relation to the four

of the delta which tùere tdentlfied by Day and accepted

B. 1" Hydrology and Delta Formation

.15

These interpretive messages along with secondary topics of importance

(vegetation, other 
rfaunar 

etc.) cons_titule the sub-r,mit story. The sr:b-unit

theure is considered to be the most important of the delta storylines to be

e:çressed in the srrb-unit" The goals and objectives for interpretation are

outÌined to give the.main theme topics forinterpretation of each sub-r:nit.

These are priorized in order of importance. The locations are listed in

priority of their importance as interpretive contact points, (assigned from Con-

tact Point Analysis, Chapter V). Each cootact poinÈ may-se::\te to ínËerpret more

than one sub-unlt and the àaJority of the contact poínts are in one sub-uniÈ'

For purposes of clarity iË roas felt desirable to document the description and

LnterpretLve poËential of aLl sub-unlts in one chapËer and to deaL Ln a para1Le1

way wl.th all contacË points in another . chapter ;'

Recommeudations "" :o generaL approaches to lnterpretaËLon are also '

gLven ,,,0. priorlzed..;,-, ':i.: As¡' to importance" Conclusions and recoumendaËions

ior medla ate developed from the documentatíon of contact pofnts (ChaPter V) '

and resource base (Appendfx I) and masËer planning consideraËLons (Appendix II) '

2" Man in the Delta

3" Bison

4. !{aterfowl

used in this

najor story

by the author.

l.rr:



A.

ÛIEAI'OWA AND

MUDI.LATS

.16"

fnterpretive Sr:b-Unit Analysis2.

The Meadows and Mudflats Sub-Unit

Plate .[l :

i. Unit Theme: The hydrological effects on the flora a¡¡d

fauna of a semi-actir¡e delta zone.

ii. Sub-Unit Story: The extensive Meadows and Mudflats

An aerial view of the Meadows and Mudflats sub-Unit with Baril
Lake Overlook contact point in the centre right.

gub-tk¡it is the best example of semi-active delta formation. with its generalJ-y

: flat topography, sprÍng floods annually deposit large amor¡¡ts of sediment. The

height of the build up of sedimentation and. current water levels regulate the

colonization of vegetation in this zone "

The meadows and mudflat,s region is perhaps the sub-unit most affected

by the influence of man. Historically, man has been involved within the delta



for hunting, trapping and fishing. More recently, man made water control

structures have affected not only the water leve1s in the meadows and mud-

f1ats, but the'associated flora and fauna as we1l.

The main storyline of the Meadows and Mudflats Sub-Unit lies in its

great abundance of wildlife. The sedge meador¡/s supply the winter food supply

for a large part of the park's herd of bison. This is prime habitat as well

for the thousands of ducks and geese that stage here, twice each year. For

the ducks and geese that stay, it is the major nesting area in the delta

because the willowed levees and 1ow vegetation provide protective covering

from predation as well as the greatest abundance of food.

.17

1ii. Locationsi There are three good potential locations

which to interpret the meadows and mudflats" These, in order of develop-

priority are: 1. Baril Lake Overlook; 2. South RochersStopping Point;

3. Sweetgrass. (See Interpretive contact points for descriptions).

from

ment

and

iv. Access: The Meadows and tvhrdflats Sub-Unit is extremely

large" Much of it is inaccessible except by travel on the large shallow lakes

and lengthy portages to drainage channels. The three main Locations from which

this sub-unit'may best be interpreted are easily accessible via the major river

system and short hikes.

v" Goals and Objectives:

1. To interpret the formation of the semi-active delta

land form

2. To interpret the hydrological patterns in the delta

with particular reference to:

a) geomoryhological features

b) resulting floral patterns,

and processes/



c) faunal irnplications of these patterns, particularly

the bison range at Sweetgrass,

d) the effect of ûran's resource manipulations ìn the

delta including - the Bennet Dam

- delta water control structures.

3. To interpret the active Athabasca Delta.

vi. Conclusions: The Meadows and f\S,rdflats Sub-Unit is very

large with access to the major portion of it difficult. The master plan pro-

poses that the major portion of this area be zoned as Class I. It would thus

be out-of-bounds for motorized vehicles. the majority of the sr¡b-unit falls

into the relatively low landscape tolerance zone. However, there are three

very good locations from which this sub-unit may be interpreted:

1. Baril Lake Overlook,

2. South Roche::sstopping point, and 
i

3" Sweetgrass.

The South Rochers Stopping Point is a high landscape tolerance zone in the

shield delta, but affords the best location in the del-ta for the interpretation

of mudflaÈs" Baril Lake Overlook is al-so located in the shield delta, but

affords the best 1800 view of d.elta meadows and mudflats" Sweetgrass is located

in a low landscape tolerance area with a suggested master plan zoning Class I.

However, it is a bison management centre and access by hiking, canoeing or

boating is good. There is no vantage point of higher elevation at Sweetgrass

but the first hand contact with the wealth of ptant anrl animal l-ife of the meadow

is a quafity interpretive experience"
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1. It is recommended that the South RochersStopping

Point and Baril Lake overlook be included in an interpretive river

system publicat.ion giving the delta story segirnent assigned to each.

2. Ît is 
^ï"o 

r""ommended that established access

trails be developed into these locations for two main reasons -

vii. Media Recommendations:

19

security for people against bed-oming lost, and protection for the

delicate mosses ., lichens and various other plants which have taken

so long to become established on these rock outcrops. These trails

would primarily provide aciess to vantage points. The South Rochers'

Stopping, Point trail is relatively short, approximately a quarter

of a mile. The Baril Lake overlook trail would be sulcstantially

J-onger, approximately IL miles

3. on site exhibits are not recommended at this time

because of lack of respect by loca1 people for signs and park property.

Orientation and interpretive information would be gained from various

centres including Fort SmithT Fort Chipe$¡yan and Fort Mc¡4urray.

4. It is also recommended that Sweetgrass be used as

an on site interpretation contact point. It would be ideal for special

groups, naturalist orientation periods and guided canoe trips and hikes.

5 " It is suggested than any portions of the Meadows and

Mudflats Sub-Unit which cannot be intepreted on site should be inter-

preted to locaI, regional and tourist audiences in an interpretive

centre in Fort Chipewyan.



6. 16 mn. film would appear to be an excellent means

of conveying the interpretive messages of the tMeadows , and D¡fudflats

S-lb-'r¡nit to the vicarious user.

viii. Research Necessary:

.29

1. An economic study should be undertaken to deter-

mine how many, if any, native tour guides should be licensed in the

delta"

2. A study should be undertaken to see if native

peoples would be inter"ested in conducting interyretive tours.

3. A feaSibility study of the costs and value of
¡

using an'airlglane as a park interyretive vehicle should be conductedT

B" The Open Waters Sub-Unit

P1ate fI : The open

*
As thie.fs

requlred.

9laters Sub-Unit

not compatfble

as viewed from the centre of Lake Claire

wfth existlng pol-tcy, revLew of policy ls

OPEN UTATERS

SITB- ITNIIT



ti. Sr¡b-Unit Story: The major storyline to be discussed

in the O,pen Waters Sr¡b-Llr¡it involves hydrological and geomorphoLogical proceeees ln an

actLve deta.At the retreat of the t{isconsin Glacier, lO,OOO years ago, Lake

Claire a¡¡d Lake Mamawi were part of Lake Athabasca. or¡er the years, the sedi-

mentation associated with three active deltas : the Peace River delta, the

Athabasca Rir¡er delta and the Birch River delta, has given rise to the Lake

Athabasca remnants as we have them today.

The open lakes themselr¡es are not favoured for nesting and feeding

by the waterfowl which come to the delta each year. A viable goldeye popula-

tion is for¡nd in Lafe Clai¡e. These, along with numerous other fish species,

supply local fiehermen wlth marketable fish and food for their dog tearns in

winter

i. Sub-Unit Theme: Aquatic flora and fauna of delta lakes.

,2I

l-ij." Locations: There are no locations of any elevatj;o¡-.

from which to view the OpenWaters Sub-Unit. Once againn the immense size

of, the unit, prerænts the on site .interpretation of Lakes CLaire and Mamawi *

as re¡nnants of Lake Athabasca unless -an overall view is gained from an air-

plane" An appreciati.on of the vastness of this sub-unit may be gained from the

outlet, 2l miles west of Dþg Camp"

j.v. Access: Access by watercraft is good. However, there

are many constraints to boating on Lakes Mamawi and Claire. These include:

a) Shallow waterso."p."i.ity on Lake Mamawi and the

south shore of Lake Claire, make power boating difficult because

. of the dangers of grounding a¡¡d the larnge nunbers of water plants

whlch eonstantly become entangled in the motor.



b) The immense size of the lakes, especially Lake

Claire, and the low shorelines around tl¡e lakes, makes water

travel difficult because of the lack of readily identifiable

landmarks.

.22.

c) Shallow waters and immense size together add up

to treacherous boating because of the suddenness with which

major storms can develop.

vc Goals and Objectives:

t 2. To interpret the hydrologicat flow patterns, with

particular reference to the evolution of the Peace River.

3" To interpret the aquatic resources of the sub-unit

especíally the goldeye spawning grounds in Lake Claire-

ví" Conclusions: The Open htater Interpretive Sub-Unit is

the largest in the delta. Fluctuating water levels make it impossible to de-

fine static boundaries both for this sub-r:nit and. the Meadows and Mudflats

Sub-Unit" Given the constraints of access to this unit and the proposed

I. To interpret the process of formation of Lake Claire

and Lake Mamawi as rennants of Lake Athabasca.

Class I zoning in the master plan (Appendix II), interpretation media different .,

from the traditional ones (hiking trailsr boat tours, etc.) must be discussed.

vii" Media Recommendations:

1" For on site interpretation, the use of an airplane

would be recommended. The quality of the experience would be excel-

lent, but the cost of interpretation per participant would be high.



2. On site interpretation should not be dismissed

a1l together as knowledgeable native guides are available and could

be a vitat link in the interpretive program here. Tlro means are

possilcle - private native tours and park run native tours. ftre area

entered need only include the east end of Lake l,lamawi to give an ap-

preciation of these large water bodieso the shallov¡ weeded lake and

the low grass willow shorelines. The problem one would encounter

in finding again, the channel from which he had just emerged' would

also provide an appreciation of the navigaÈiona1 difficulties referred

to above"

.23.

3" For national audiences, the logical choice for the.
I

interpretation of the Open Waters Sub-Unit às a remnant of Lake

Athabascao the richness of aquatic life present and the great value

of this sub-unit to the waterfowl of North America' would be a 16 mn.

rnovie" As well as the basic interpretation of the sr¡b-unitr the

goals and objectives of National Parks should be clearly stated

in regards to the area and a better idea given to local, as well

as nationalo audiences as to what Parks hopes to achieve here.
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The Birch Delta Sub-Unitc.

I
BIRCIr

SI'B- E NIT

DELTA'

Plate .E'I'ü s Extensive marshlands of the Birch Delta Sub-Unit. The open
vtater areas of the marshlands were once part of Lake Claire
long since enclosed by the sediments poured in from the Birch
River.

active delta.

presented by the

formation.

1.

There is very little human use made of this section of the delta

because of its great distance from any population centre. The sedge meadows,

large exPanses of marshland produce extensive waterfowl activity, primarily

the nesting and staging of Èhousands of ducks and geese.

Sub-Unit Theme: The hydrology and geomorphology of an

,.:

'1

ii. Sub-Unit Story: The main interpretive message to be

Birch Delta Sub-Lh¡it is active delta hydrology and delta



iii. Locations: Interyretive locations near the Birch

Delta are: 1. Spruce Point, and 2. Pointe de Roche.

iv. Access: Access by water is dangerous' as Lake Claire

is treacherous. Air access is possible by ftoat plane or helicopter.

v. Goals and objectives:

.25.

1. To interpret the formation of an active delta

2- To interyret the corresponding flora and fauna of

an active delta landform.

vi. Conclusions: rt is concluded thaÈ although the sub-r¡nit

is excellent for the interpretation of an active delta, the access and inter-

pretive contact sites are so poor, the Birch Delta Sub-Unit should be i-nterpreted

off site "

3. To interpret the integral part played by the Birch

De1ta in the North American waterfowl management program

I

1. It is strongly're.commended that no pr:blic visitation

to'the Birch Delta be made.

vii. Media Recommendations:

2. The Birch Delta would be perhaps most effectively

interpreted to loca1, regional and tourist audiences in an inter-

pretation centre at Fort Chipewyan by traditional means (audio visual,

static displays and written documentation).

3" T4" Birch Delta should be interpreted to national,/

international audiences on 16 mm. film, giving the sub-unit themes



and objectives

to the overall

.26.

and the objectives of,

Wood Buffalo National

D. The Athabasca Sorests and åhrubs Sub-IJnit

National Parks

Park story.

fn relatlonship

Plate rtrIñ : The higher elevation of the mature inactive delta allows these
grand spruces to grow in the Athabasca Forest and Shnrb Sub-Unit.

delta flood plain.

iÍ" Sub-Unit Story: De1ta building has been going on foi

10'000 years in the Peace-Athâhasca Delta, but the proceases have taken place

.å,TIIABASCA F'OREST AlìTD

SI¡ITUBS SI'B-TIIITIT

i. Unit Theme: The mature climax forest of the inactive



over varying periods of time in different parts of the delta. The sedimenta-

tion of many centuries has caused the elevation of the Athabasca Forest

and Shrub Sub-Unit to be higher than the rest of the delta. The fact that

it is an inactive delta means that this .area seldom floods and a mature climax

for¡est has been able to become established.

The human history surrounding the Athabasca and Embarras River routes

through the Athabasca Forest and Shrub area has been exceedingly rich. From

the days of the earliest explorers to contemporary barge and canoe traffic,

these rivers have always been major transportation routes. A river community

is still in existence including a sawmill, store and many trappers' cabins.

However, much of this sub-r:nit is to be included in the Cree Land Claims for a

proposed Indian t L.tr" and would then be excluded. from the park"

.27.

ll-1.

and Athabasca Rivers"

iv" Locations

been identified which would best

Access: Water access is excellent along the Embarras

1. To interpret the final

2. To interpret the mature

witdlife ôf the inactive flood plan"

3. To interPret the human

ETnbarras River'corrider

v" Goals and Objectives:

: No prime interpretive

represent the Athabasca

vi. Media Recommendations:

contact points have

Forests.

1. The Athabasca,/Embarras corridor on those sections

stages of delta

climax forests

history, of the Athabasca,/

success].on.

and associaÈed



left inside the park after settlement of Indian land Claims should

be included in a possible river travel interpretation publication.

2. Keeping an active trapperts cabin open, (wittt

direct su]¡sidization to the trapper) for the sunmer months is strongly

recommended. This would enable travellers to view the inside, perhaps

drink fresh coffee off the old wood stove, and tal-k with the trapper

about his trapline and changing way of life. A welcome sign on the

door may be alt thaÈ is necessary to enrich greatly. the river travel-

lerrs park experience.

3" It is also recommended that the aspects of the

Athabasca Forests and Shrubs Sub-Unit which cannot readily be inter-

preted on site - history, flora and fauna and the overall picture of

the delta successional stages - be dealt with in an ínterpretive centre

in Fort chipewyan for loca1, regional and tourist audiences.

4. Ttre Athabasca Forests and Shnrbs Sr¡b-Unit should'be

represented on t6 mm" film to communicate the story of the mature

delta to the vicarious user and national audiences.

vii" Research Recommendations:

-1. Further research witl be necessary to determine how

much, if any, of the Athabasca Forest and Shrub Sub-Unit will be left

within Park boundaries êfter Indian Land Claims have been sat¡sfied.

2. A feasibility study should be carried out to deter-

mine the possibility of recruiting local native trappers as park

interpreters. These trappers. may be subsidized, as is al-ready done

in the North tr^Iest Territories under the Cultural Inclusion Program'

to maintain their dog teams and take school children and other park

visitors out on their traplines.

.28.



E. The Peace Fgrests a¡rd l,te.adgw,s Sr4þ-Uni!

.29

PEACE FORESTS ANI'

MEADOWS SUB* ItrVrT

Pi ate ,\i : The Feace Forests and Meadov¡s Sub-Unit represents a transition
zone between semi-active delta and inactive delta. The balsam
poplar is representative of such a zone, in transition from wil-
Iows to the mature spruce forests.

i. Sub-Unit- Theme: The maturation of the Peace delta.

ii. Sub-Unit Story: The main story told in the Peace Forests

and Meadows.Sub-lùrit surrounds the maturation process of this segment of the

de1ta" The area is representative of a transition between an inactive delta

and a semi-active delta" The total sub-r:¡rit is traversed with old outlet river

channels, ox-bow fat"s and meander streams from tÏ¡e Peace River, The Peace



at the time of the Wisconsin Glacier retreaÈ, some 10'000 years ago, had many

channels flowing south into Lake Athabasca. Over the years, these have silted

in and carry streamflow only during extreme flood stages on the Peace River.

Sedimentation has built up to such an extent that a mature cl-imax spruce

forest has become established on the northern extremity of the sub-unit. The

spruces give way to balsam poplars which in turn, give way to the r.¡illows as

the elevations lower to meet the tteadows and Mudflats Sub-unit at the southern

edge of the sub-unit.
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Bison are an important story segTment of this sub-unit. The lush

meadows are an excellent food source for these a¡imals. Large concentrations

of bison here and to the south in the Meadows and mudflats Sub-Unit, have

caused the Sr¡eetnå"" Station area to be used as a major bison managment site.

lil.One l-ocation provides a good overvierv of the Peace

Forests and that is the High Rock Lookout point which is in reality, on the

boundary of the Shield Delta $tb-Uoit. An on site appreciation for the size

and wildlife composition of the Peace Forests and Shrubs Sub-tbrit may be gained

at Sweetgrass SÈation.

iv. Access, O"""== to the Peace Forests is provided by the

Sweetgrass trail and by canoe route down the Sweetgrass Creek (Figure 3.3).

The central and eastern portions can be reached during periods of high water

by small water craft via the Claire and Baril Rivers.

v. Goals and objectives:

1. To interpret the formation of a serni-active delta.



2. To interpret the flora of a stable delta landform

and associated faunal patterns

3. To interpret bison management at Sweetgrass Station..

vi. Media Recommendations:

1. The High Rock Tower location should be added. to the

interpretive river travel- publication for th'e Quatre Fourches River

because of its suitability for interpretation of the Peace Forests

and Shrubs Sub-Unit first hand.

2. The Sweetgrass Station hiking trail or canoe route

from the Peace River should be upgraded and used to interpret the

Peace Fotrests and Shrubs St¡b-Unit..

3. It is suggested that all portions of the Peace Forests

and Shrubs Sub-Unit, which can not be interpreted on site, be inter-

preted in an interpretation centre in Fort Chipewyan for 1ocal,

regional and tourist audiences.

4. It is also proposed that a 16 mm. film of the detta

include this sub-unit for a complete delta story for national- audiences

(schools, groups, etc.) and the vicarious user.
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The Shield-t¡elta Sub-UnitEr

P1ate IFI s Egg Lake,
Overlook

SIIIELD- DELTA SIIB-

cambrian thield.

ii. Sub-Unit Story: Granite rocks of the pre-cambrian sheild

extend into the north eastern sector of the Peace-Athabasca Del"ta. This

zone, where the pre-carnbrian shield ends and the delta plains begin, is called

the shield delta interface. Perched basins, which are marshy lakes in low lying

areas of the shield, depend upon annual delta flooding to replenish their water

sqpply. The rest of the year, the perched basins drain back into the plains

an extensive
contact point,

UNTT

/

i. Sub-Unit Theme:

perched basin,
in the Shield

The delta sed.imentation of the pre-

as seen from the Egg Lake
Delta sub-tinit.
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delta area helping to maintain water leveIs.

The lush marsh vegetation of the perched basin is excellent water-

fowl and muskrat. habitat. Trapping, hunting and the gathering of eggs were

some of the traditional usages of the area, some of which are continued at

present. The Quatre ShurcheçrCoupé, and Rochers rivers are still used as major

transportation routes within the shield delta. It is on these rivers that the

water control structures are being constructed.. The total effects of these

structures on the hydrology of the delta will be included ín the interpretive

messages presented in this area.

The Shield Delta Sub-Unit has been traditionally used for camps on

the del-ta" This is not to say however, that the vegetation found on the rockq

is any less sensitTve to huma¡r use than the surrounding plains delta. Camps

and on site interpretation recommendations for this sub-unit are based largely

on the fact that there is high, dry ground and the area is more aesthetically

pleasing than the surrounding marsh plair¡s for activities such as hiking and

camping.

iii. Locations: There are several excellent shiel-d delta

overlooks found in this sub-unit (see "lnterpretive Locations" for descriptions):

1. Jerry's Lake Overlook, best location to view shield

delta interface,

2" Egg Lake overlook, best location to view a perched

basin t

3. Pushup Lake Overlook, good location for recreational

activities (hiking, t.rnping) in the shield delta-

iv. Access: Access to all locations is excellent via the

RochersrCoup{and Quatre Fourches v¡atenrays. The ForÈ Chipe\¡¡yan winter road



crosses the extreme western section of the sub-unit. The new dams on the Revilton

Coupd and the weir on the Rochers River witl hinder travel on these rivers.

v. Goals and Objectives:

1. To interpret the Canadian Shield De1ta formation,

2. To interpret the hydrological patterns in the sub-

unit,

3. To interpret water control management structures,

including the Rochers Weir and Coupd dams,

4. To interpret the floral and far¡nal associates of the

nocky ouÈcrops and sedimented basins,

I 5. To interpret the waterfowl significance of the perched

basins,

6. To interpret the human history associated with

. the triangular river system.
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vi. Media Recommendations: It is recommended thaÈ a

river system interpretive publication be produced with its goals and objeetives

set to match the locations and sub-units it will interpret. Locations (Figures

3.7, 3.9, 3.10, 3.I2, 3.11-, 3.4, 3.L7, 3.16, 3.5, and 3.g respectively)

in the Shield Delta that should be incl-uded are:

a) South Rochers Stopping Point, best location from

which to interpret the mudflats.

b) Rochers Weir Site, best location for on site

interpretation of man made water control structures.

c)Rochers Day Use Sites, best locationsfor recreational

pursuits such as picnicklng.
'\ //



d) Worm Lake (on Revillon Coupé), best location for

recreational pursuits such as primitive camping.

e) Egg Lake (on Revilton Coupé), best location to

. interpret a perched basin.

.35.

f) High Rock overlook (on the Quatre Fourches River) '
best location to interpret the Peace forests and shrubs"

S) Baril Lake Overlook, þest location to interpret

meadows and mudflats"

h) Jerryes Lake Overlook (on the Quatre Fourches

River) o best location for overview of shield delta.

i) Dog Camp (on the Quatre Fourches River), best

Ìocation for interpretation of native use of de1ta.

j) Pushup Lake Overlook (off the Rochers River),

good location for traditional recreation.pursuits, campíng,

picnicking, etc"

It is recommended that proper hiking trails be constructed to provide

access to the fotr-lowing overlooks and prinitive campsites: (Figure 3.ll2, 3.13'

and 3.17)

b) garil L:.ake overlook (approximately It miles)

c) Jerryes Lake Overlook (approximately 3/4 miles)

. These trails would protect hikers from becoming lost due to compass variations

caused by minerals in the rockso and would protect vegetation, mosses, lichens,

etc" from hikers"

a) V'Iorm Lake (approxinately two niles)

¡\ny Bortions of ttris sub-unit story which cannot be told on site'



should be

the delta

A

the delt,a

user.

dealt with in the interpretation centre at Fort Chipewyan to complete

story for the local, regional, and tourist audiences.

16 run. film should be made of the shield Delta sub-unit to complete

story for national audiences (schools, groups, etc..). and the vicarious
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ANALYSIS OF INTERPRETIVE CONTACT POTNTS

The interpretive messages defined for each of the six different areas

of the delta in Chapter IV must be brought together to give the overall or total
I

delta story to be interpreted. For the on site interpretation of these messages,

visitor contact points or locations from which the story could best be told had

to be found. Seventeen previously identified possible interpretive contact

points have been researched as to the quality of delta story to be tol-d

theresas well as the suitability of the location for on site use (accessihility,

etc.). conclu=iorrl drawn concerning the contact point location's interpretive

potential or value to portray the delta story to the on site park user were

developed from consideration of the following points, '

1. general aesthetic appearance

2. vegetation

3. wildlife

4. 
. 

human use

- 5" land.scape tolerance

6 - accessibility

The vegetation of the contact point locations is described using
1L. Cord.es'- land facet classification system (Appendix I). This classification

.37.

CHAPTER

Introduction

1

OÈÈawa:
(L975) " Vegetation Change in the Pe.ace Athabasca Delta: l-970-74.

National and Historic Parks Branch"



system gives vegetation species according to the delta l-and formation on which

they are found.

!{ildlife which may be viewed and possibly disrupted by on site visi-

tation, is discussed for each location using A. HooI"'=2, Critical Wildlife

Habitat Zoning as reproduced in Appèndix I of this report. This critical

wildlife habitat zoning gives a composite of the areas where bison, moose

and waterfowl are generally found in large numbers.

The sensitivity of the contact pointrs general area to human use

is described utilizing A. Hoole's3 land.scape tolerance map as reproduced in

Appendix IfI of this report. The landscape tolerance is given as relatively

high or 1ow a.ccording.Ëo the sensltiviËy of the area vegetation apd

surficial geology å 
"*t.rr=ive 

visitor use
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Accessibility to the contact points was documented in field work

at the various locations during the summer of 1975. Considered also, were

references to accessibility included in the master planning zoning considera-

tions (Appendix Ir) proposed by Hoole.4

Figure 3 gives the general location of

in the delta which were identified and assessed.

1. Spruce Po j-nt

2. Pointe de Roche

3. Swegtgrass-

4. High Rock Tower

' Ð1u., Bage

4 t¡ta., Page

(1975). Op. ei-t. ,Page 43"-._

those user contact points

These include:

41, Figure L2.

60, Appendf.x III.
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5. Dog Camp

6. Fort Chipewyan

7. South Rochers Stopping Point

8. Pushup Lake Overlook

9. Roche:s !ùfelSite

10. RochersDay Use Site

11" Egg Lake Overlook

12" Worm Lake
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All ensuing figures (3.1-17) are sketches at a scale of two inches

to five miles which show the area in cLose proxirnity to the contact point,

indicating the various access routes available.

13. Peace-Rochers Confluence

L4. Active Athabasca Delta

15. Lake Athabasca

16" Jerryrs Lake Overlook

17 " Baril Lake Overlook

Figure 1.1 shows Spruce Point

of Lake Claire, on the northern edge of

D escription

1. Analysis of Spruce Point

Location

Spruce Point is a glpsun karst isl-and, the eastern side of which

faces open water and the western half of which is completely surrounded by

ancient shorelir¡es of Lake Claire. The gypsum is exposed at one point along

is located at the southwest corner

the Birch Delta Sub-Lhit.
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Spruce Point sholr¡s access via Lake Claire and its proxinity
to the Birch Delta Sub-Unit. Spruce Point has a rocky beach

.. of approximately one mile in length, facing Lake Claire.
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the othe:*¡ise rocky shoreline, and sink

As this location

not fit into Cordes

of white spruce and

Fauna

it does

consist

42.

noted"

is neither pre-cambrian nor of

' classification for the delta

poplar with associated lesser

During a brief visit

holes and sink streams

È_
Past - A warden cabin was located on this point d.uring the perlod dog

teams were used to patroj- the park.

Present - A meÈeorological station exists on the main shoreline of

Lake Claire, and there is occasional use of the area as a fish camp by the

native peopi-e 
"

Landscape Tolerance

Human Use

to the site, signs of bear, wolf and bison were

are evident.

del-ta formation,

. Dominant specíes

species.

The mature boreal forest stands and rocky beach areas appeared to

be capable of withstanding visitor use impact. However, the area around Spruce

Point, is of reratively low landscape tolerance (Appendix rrr).

Access

Spruce Point

in Lake Mamawi and the

because of the danger

tion. The tremendous

is accessible by boat or air. The very shall_ow waters

bays surrounding the Birch Delta, make boating difficult

of grounding and the presence of dense

size of Lake Claireo and the very low

aquatic

elevat
KA--üi\irvi,tryr

f læù**-'*'-
OF åJ,/å¿"3¡î3S¿T i,
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in the delta make shoreline landmarks extremely difficult to distinguish except

to the experíenced travellers in the deIta. In master planning considerations,

Spruce Point falls into a Class I zone (Appendix rr), an area of no motorized.

transportation.

Interyretive potential

Spruce Point is one of two land points overlooking the Birch Delta.

However, its elevation is not great enoughto provide an ae4ial vier.r of the delËa, nor

is it cl-ose enough to point out epeclfic del-ta formatlons. lts importance to

the delta story would be in the fact that it has been, and is continuing to be,

engulfed by the new land formed from the sediments poured into the lake at this

section from the Birrch River. on a calm day, it is possible to distinguish the

line separating the dark river flow into the bay and the lighter hraters of Lake

Claire " Even though Spruce Point is an excellent example of secondary delta

surrounding an island, other equally good examples which aïe more accessible,

are present in the thield delta"

43

, Pointe de Roche is at the southwest corner of Lake Claire, south of

the Birch Delta S ub-Unit"

Description

2. Analaysis of Pointe de Roche

Location

In general appearance, it resembles Spruce Point. As it was only

possible to have an aerial view of this location, the geological make-up of

the area is not known with certainty. It is, however, an ancient island, par-

tially surrounded by secondary delta formation or silt deposits from the Birch
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River. A rocky beach comptfsesthe shore facing Lake Claire.

Vegetation

The dominant, species appeared to be white spruce and birch with

assoôiated lesser species

Fauna

Pointe de Roche is included in the area zoned as critical wildlife

.habitat in the master plan (Appendix I).

Human Use
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Past - At one time, an active community existed at the mouth of the
I

Birch River from which fish camps radiated out to high tand points such as

Pointe de Roche.

Present - Occasionally, fish camps are constructed on the point by

Fort Chipewyanrs native people.

Landscape Tolerance

The area around Pointe de Roche is of relatively Iow landscape

tolerance (Appendix f).

. Access

Access is by boat or air approximately sixty miles from Fort Chipewyan.

,Due to the shallow waters, grounding and entangling with weed.s are major hin-

derances to water travel. Additional hazardous factors are the size of Lake

Claire and the lack of distinguishable landmarks. Sudden storms and wind,

changes can produce dangerously high waves and the possibility of being caught

\/-



far from shore in such storms is very real. Pointe de Roche is included in pro-

posed Class I area (Appendix In) of the master plan providing for no motorized

use.

Pointe de Roche is not elevated enough above the surrounding Birch

Delta Èo offer a good ovêrview needed to interpret the delta formation on site.

Its main contribution to the delta story is in itselfn as an island since en-

gulfed by the ever-encroaching sediments from the Birch River. As with Spruce

Point" the Pointe de Roche area is an example of the gradual silting in of Lake

Claire by the Birch River, and its main value woul-d be in the interpretation of

this. Howsver, otAer examples of this phenomenon are available for interpretation

within easy reach of Fort Chipewyan.

lfith access, classification and interpretive potential taken into

account, the total on site interpretive and recreational potential of this site

is considered to be quite low.

InterpreÈive Potential
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Location

Sweetgrass Station (Figure 3.3) is north of Lake Claire in the transi-

tion zone between the Peace Forests Sub-tlnit and the Meadows and, Mudfl-ats Sub-

t rrit.

3" Analysis of Sweetgrass Station

This area resembles the stereotype

sedge and grass meadows stretch away from the

De,scription

"prairie buffalo

spruce and aspen

range". Large

Peace Forest.
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The Sweetgrass Statíon itself presently consists of nine log cabins. Several

others have been burned down, as has the abattoir. Sweetgrass Creek flows

south from the backslope of the levees along the Peace River until it de-

bouches into the wetlands adjacent to the north arm of Lake CLaire.

Vegetation

The vegetation of this location takes in the vegetation types of the

Peace Forest and Meadows and Mudflats Sub-Units, which include the dominant

specj-es of white spruce and aspen with the semi-active delta witlows and

sedges.

.48.

species of birds and animals" Bison abound with the largest numbers present

in winter.feeding on the vast sedge meadows. Bear and moose are comrhon and

there is a large population of wolves. Sandhill cranes, pigeon hawks, eagles,

ducks and geese are also present in great numbers. fhis area has been included

in the critical wildlife habitat zone (Appendix I).

Human Use

!

The lushness of tJ:e vegetation provides a prime habitat for many

Fauna

Past - Sweetgrass Landing was at one time, a large park warden station.

A great corral system was and still is, used to gather bison for branding and

inoculatinE" A large abbatoir was previously used for preparing bison meat

for shipment out of the park. Tlrere was also quite a number of trapperst

cabins in the area" A Cree Indian, Tlromas Gibot, grevr potatoes on an island

at, the mouth of Sweetgrass Creek and is reported to have named the area after

the sweet grass on the island.



Present - The abattoir has teen torn down along with a number of 1og

cabins and there are no wardens stationed there aII year round. Round-ups are

still held, using the corrals for the parkrs bison m¿uiagement program.

Access

Access to Sweetgrass j-s available by three overland routes and by air.

Access by water is possible by two routes, from Carlson¡s Landing and from Fort

Ctripewyan. Ttre water route from Fort Chipewyan through Lake Mamawi, Lake Claire

and up the Sweetgrass Creek is not recommended. lrlaters are shallow and the lake

system lacks identifiable landmarks. River access to Sweetgrass Landing on the

Peace River. is excellent from Carlsones Landing and from Fort Chipewyan. A

tractor trail can Èe used as a hiking route for the ten miles from Sweetgrass

Landing to Svreetgrass Station" A canoe route appears feasible, entailing a

portage for about a mile and a half along the road to the beginning of a small

lake" At the opposite end of the lake, a small portage of approxirnately thirty

feet is necessary to get into Sweetgrass Creek. From here, it is about a ten

rniJ-e paddle to the docking area serving Sweetgrass Station. S\"¡eetgrass Station

j-s in proposed C1ass I area of the master plan, no motorized vehicles (Appendix II)

Interpretive Potential

"49"

The portion of the park story assigned to Sweetgrass would centre on

the bison" This area is well suited to the interpretation of the activities of

the bison and their relationship to man" Ttre importance of habitat can be stressed

here with the segrment of the delta story being the transition from meadq,r and

grasses to mature a.ft. forests" Ttre interpretation of the area could possibly

follær three lines. Firstlyr it is a suitable spot to interpret tÌ¡e effects



of hydrological variations on the transitional zones such as meadolr¡s to forests,
and secondly' the effects on the bison of the variation of habitat caused by

hydrological changes. The area also is a good spot to interpret the effects
of these activities on the flora and other fauna of the delta.

Taking into account the lushness of the habitat, the bird and animal

life and the good accessibility of Sweetgrass, I suggest that the on site
interpretiVe potent.ial at this site is extremely high.

.50.

4"

Ttre old $i9h Rock fire tower (rigmre 3.4) on tÏ¡e euatre Fourches

River has been removed, but the remaining High Rock, about five mile= oi,
the Peace Riveru would make a good stopping point for river traffic. rt is
situated on the far north west boundary of the shield Delta sub-unit.

Description

Anqlysis of Hig'h Rock Tower

Location

The location consiFts of a massive pre-cambrian rock outcrop, rising
straight out of the river for appxomately 100 feet. From the pinnacle, it
is possible to view the Peace Forest and Shrr¡b Sr:b-Unit as well as to obtain

an overview of the river system"

Vegetation

Ttre vegetation is consistent with the pre-cambrian outcrop classifi-
cation (v (Appendix r). The dominant, species include jack pine, white spruce
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of a square mile.
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and birch with lesser associated species,

cranberry.

Fauna

Bison trails are evident around

scats. This Location is also included in

fowl and muskrat houses can be seen on the

. Human Use

Past - In the recent past, High Rock was a fire tower station, complete

with tower and cabin, and there is still evidence of its existence, such as

cement foundation$.

Present - There is no present use of the rock, mainly because the climb

to the top is too strenuous for it to be convenient as a native moose hunting
i

camp.

ground juniper, bearþs¡ry and bog

the base of the site as ar.e bear

the prime moose habitat zone. Water-

low delta lands to the southwest.

It is a zone of relatively high landscape tolerance (Appendix fII).

However, it must be stressed that the vegetation growing on some of the rocks

is extremely delicate and access to Èhe pinnacle shoutd be limited to one trail.

Access

Landscape Tolerance

Access to High Rock is good, being primarily by boat along the Quatre

Fourches River from Fort Chipewyan, approximately 45 mil-es distant- ,Garlsonrs

Landing is appro:rlmately 20 river miles distant along the Peace and Quatre Fourches

Rl-vers.In the master p1an, High Rock is incl-uded in proposed Class IV zoning

(Appendix II), allowing for motorized transportation.



High Rock is in a strategic position from which to view the mature

delta zone or Peace Forests. The Peace Forests would, be interpreted as the

final stage of the delta succession. In addition, the effects of the fluc-

tuating water levels of the delta on the growth of this final stage can be

explained. High Rock is of an elevation which makes it possible to interpret

the transition zone from the meadows and mudflats to the forest. It would also

be possible to interpret park fire control from this previous fire tower loca-

tion.

Taking into account the easy access, area classification and the

irnportance of' the delta story to be told at the High Rock site, its inter-

pretive potential ivorfa appear very high.

Interpretive Potential
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Dog Camp (Figure 3.6) is approximately twelve miles west'on the Quatre

Fourches River from Fort Chipewyan. It is at the southern most boundary of the

Shield Delta SuFUnit.

Oescription

5. Analysis of Dog Camp

Location

Dog Camp is in the Shield Delta Sub-Unit which consists mainly of

1ow-lying mudflats with willow levees along the river and pre-cambrian outcrop

islands scattered throughout. An overlook of Dog Camp and Lake Mamawi is avail-

able from the top of a rock quarry near the old weir. Most of the weir was

destroyed by ice in the spring of J-974 and the remaining portion is soon to be

removed.
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The major portion of the Dog Camp area closely follows the land facet

Pointbar and Ler¡ee (IA) classification with the outcrop islands being the pre-

cambrian outcrop classification IV (Appendix I). The dominant species on the

river levees are witLows and grasseso and on the isLands, white spruce and

aspen.

Far¡na

Vegetation

55

This area does not appear to have any great abundance of waterfowl

or wildlife except for shore birds such as godwits and yellowlegs.

Fiumar\ Use

the past, there are white tent camps or small 1og cabins ne.stled into the willow

l-evees at the edge of the rivers. It provides a suflrmer fish camp for many of

the residents of Fort Chipel^¡yan. Net fishing is al-lowed in the Quatre Fourches

River in order to feed the large numbers of sled dogs" Racks for drying and

smoking the fish, as well- as hanging nets, add to the character of the scene. 
'/

An old warden cabin is still sÈanding at the site of the rock quarry overlook

but has not been in r¡se for many years. It was at this cabin that the park

raised its sled dogs, having up to eighty-six at one time . åIence the name
qttDog Camptt- "

Past and Present - Dog Camp is rich in human history. Today, as in

5 R" Fraser, Personal Interview. Fort Chipewyanr July, 1-975.



Dog Camp is included in the zone of relatively high landscape tolerance

(Appendix III).

Landscape Tolerance

Access is good by water, about twelve miles west on the Quatre Fourches

River from Fort Chipewyan. Access Èo the rock quarry overlook is easily gained

by a short hike, approximately 30 yards, over prairie meadow dlrectly behind

the abandoned warden cabin" In the master plan" Do9 Camp is included in pro-

posed Cl-ass IV zoning (Appendix II) which permits for motorized river transpor-

tation

lnterpretive Potential

Access
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At presento the major portion of the delta and park sÈory which could

be told at Dog Camp would centre around its human activities, past and present.

A unique story, that of natir¡e land use in a national park, could best be in-

terpreted here along with associated topicsn such as park management" Since

euatre Fourches River is the only direct water route between Lake Athabasca

and Lake Claire, the " forks" would be an ideal location to interpret the hy-

drology of the delta giving emphasis to the effects of spring ftrooding on the

direction of flow of the river. v{ith this, the interpretation of the effects

of the short life of the Quatre Fourches weir could be included.

Given the ease of access, the rich human'history, present native use

and the lasting signs of man¡s attempts to control water levels, ie. the rock

quarry' Dog Canp's interpretive potential- is very high.
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Analysis of Fort Chipewyan6.

Athabasca.

Location

Figure 3.6 shows that Fort Chipeywan dominates the west end of Lake

of pre-canbrian outcrop hills on the north shore of Lake Athabasca about two

miles east of the Rochers River. Íhe natives of this predominantly Cree and

Ctripewyan town depend upon the delta as a location for ttreir traditional Èrap-

ping and fishing. However, change has occurred recently with a year-ror:nd

urban life-styIe emerging in Fort Chipewyan for the majority of tÌ¡e natives.

This has perhaps been brought about by compulsory schooling, government housing

assistance, social assistance and town medical facilities. with tJ:e urban way

of life becoming more accepted, fishing, trapping and. subsistence hunting have

ceased to be the predominant means of naking a living. Job opporÈunities with

the government or related employment are still on the increase, redueing the

number of people willing to work in the traditional ways.

Fort Chipewyan is a picturesque litt1e Èown in a beautiful setÈing

Description

Ttre population of Forth Chipewyan is 1,500 and is expected to reach

2rOO0 by 1980.6 Many of the town's residents look to Wood Buffalo National

Park for Emplolmrent, such as on fire crews, and they will be doing so nore in

the future. This is a very young community. Ttre P.A.D.P. Group statístics show

6 Pea..-Athabasca Delta Study Group,
Canada, Alberta, Saskatchewan, L972. Page 44.

ÍLre Peace Athabasca Delta: Summary Report.
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70t of ttre population is under 29 years

14 years. T

Its wealth of history, traditional native use, and base as the hub

of t,ransportation for the delta rnake fort Chipewyanrs interpretive potential

extremely high" It j.s the j"ogical situation for an interpreLive/orientation

centre for the delta because of its location and concentration of people and

facilities" Íhe present interpretive program which includes a slide program

once a week in ForÈ Ch;ipewyan, should be continued and expanded in the hope

ttrat the principal users of the delta (the local people) will come to appre-

ciate other aspectb of the region and national park objectives" Vüitt¡ the

high concentration of young people in Fort Ctripewyan, the Junior Naturalist

program should be expanded and the feasibility of a Junior) Interpretive Cen-

tre Investigated.t This is Berhaps the most crucial period of local need for

delta interpretation, as it would help to close the gap in understanding

between the grandfather trappers and the new urban youtlt.

Interpretive Potential
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of age, while more than half is under

7"

The South Rochers Stopping Point (Figure

tion of the lower channels of tl¡e Rochers River in

Analysis of Souttr Rochers Stoppinq Point (Jacho creek)

Location

7 n.u.". Athabasca Delta Study Group, OP"- cit., Page 44

i Ttre range of ínterpretive tasks to be performed here together with ttre diffi-
culties encountered in travelling between Fort smith and Fort Chipewyan point
strongly to the need for a fuIl time interpretive naturalist in Fort Chipewyan.

3.7) is located at the junc-

the Shield Delta Sub-Unit.
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SOUTH ROCHERS
STOPPING POINÍ

I
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Figure 3"72 SOUT¡I ROCHERS STOPPING POINT. The Souttr Rochers Stopping Point
is only approximately five miles from Fort Ctripewyan and presents
ttre best view of open mudflats in the Peace-Athabasca Delta.



This location consists of a number of rambling pre-cambrian outcrops

which afford an exceLlent view of the RocheG River channels and the extensive

mudflats which make up a large portion of the west end of Lake Athabasca. There

DescrÍption

are two actual lookouts, the main one being on a bald hill (approximatety loo feet) with

a few tall trees obscuring the view. However, this condition was eïeated by a forest

fire some years back and the new trees will reach a height $t'r a few years which may

change the appeal of this open point. Ttre second lookout looks west, about á mile from

the first. The view here is obscured by trees.

Vegetation

61

The Rocheh stopping Point is çf the pre-cambrian outcrrcp ïv of the
\

land facet classification. The predominant species are jack'pine, spruce and

aspen. Predominant ground cover is juniper and bearberry ,(Appendix I). .\

Fauna

Signs

of an old bison

Point is not in

bison and moose

of particular species

trail further back in

the critical wildlife

(Appendix I) "

Hrman Use

Past - Lakes,

trapper who lived there,

J" Jacho who lived i.n a

of wildlife were few with the exception

the outcrop" The South RocherSstopping

habitat zone which includes waterfowl,

marshes and rock

thus this area

tent here while

outcrops are conmonly named after the

is localtry known as Jacho Creek, after

trapping.



Present - The

people as a fishing and

to Fort Chipewyan.

The South RochersStopping Point is zoned

high landscape tolerance (Appendix III). Hovrever,

to one trail in order to avoid undue damage to rock

Access

South RochersStopping Point is valued by the local

hunting camp. rhís is due, perhaps, to its closeness

Landscape Tolerance
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Access is excellent. About twelve miles from Fort Chipewyan, it is
,\

on a main river traffic artery between Fort Chiper^ryan and the Peace River. Low

water levels, especially later on j-n the summer, make it necessary to pole

boats for some thirty feet to reach the first pre-cambri.an outcrop. The view-

point is attained after a short hike of approximately 300 yards. The South

RochersStopping Point is in a proposed Class IV zone (Appendix ïI) of the master

plan, providing for motorized river transportation

ïnterpretive Potentia'l

as an area of relatively

access should be limited

outcrop vegetation.

The delta story segrnent most apparent at the South RochersStopping

Point is the formation of the mudflats.. The elevation of the outcrop a11ows

a good aerial view of the transition from the waters at the west end of Lake

Athabasca to the silted mudflats and gradually into willow stands. The mud-

flats shown here, are some of the most homogeneous examples in.the park. As

they are still growing, they afford än excellent opportunity to interpret on

site, an active segment, of Èhe delta.



The:refore, taking into account the story segrment to be presented here,

access a¡¡d zone tolerance, it would appear that the interpretive potèntial of

the South Rochersstopping Point is excellent.

Figure 3"8 shows Pushup Lake Overlook as an extensive pre-cambrian

outcrop which surrounds a small lake and marsh area at the end of Chellouise

Cr.eek" It is in the Shield Delta Sub-LJnit approximately 15 river miles from

Fort Chipevryan "

8. Analysis of Pushup Lake Overlook
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Location

Located in a high landscape tolerance zone, the area around the small

lake-marsh at the end of Chellouise Creek is excellent for canoeing, hiking and

camping. Shallow waters, perhaps naturally so at the end of the sunìmer season,

turn the l-ake into a weedy marsh" The pre-cambrian outcrops link together to

form a good hiking corridorbetween Chell-ouise Creek, Mud Lake and Pushup Lake.

It is al-so possible to see Jerry's Lake in the distance.

Vegetation

DéscripË1on

The major vegetation tlT)e falls intt¡ the pre-cambrian outerpP tryl classi-

fication (Appendix r). The dominant species include jack pine, white spruce

and birch. Lower ground cover includes juniper, beadcerries, bog cran-

berries and a good many t]æes of mosses and lichens. Bul-lrushes, sedges and

cattails dominate the marsh segnenË of Chellouise Creek.
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Sigms of bison, bear and of past caribou die apparent. This area

is included in the criticar composite wildlife habitat zone (Appendix r).

Fauna

Past - A great deal of trapping has always been carried out in this

area' with cut dog sred routes now used as motor toboggan routes.

Present - Chellouise Creek is often used during the sulûner for native

fish camps and during part of the winter, for trap lines.

Access

Human Use

'65

Access tð Cneltouise Creek, the lake and marsh area is good by means

of canoe. Shallow waters and marsh conditions would inhibit the use of power

boats especiaîly in the fall of the year. (

Landscape Tolerance

The Chellouise Creek area is considered to have relatively high tolerance

(Appendix Ill) in comparison to surrounding mudflats.

- Interpretive poÈential

Chellouise.Creek area is excellent for traditional wilderness recrea-

tional pursuits such as canoeing, primitive camping and hiking. Examples of

perched basins and mudflats may be seen from hiking the area but it is not

considered the best location for their interpretation.

Taking j-nto account access, landscape tolerance and description, pushup

Lake overlook appears to have very high potential for recreational purposes and

significant but not outstanding potential for interpret,ation.
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Analysis of Rochers Weir Site9.

This site (Figure 3.9) is on

miles from the junction with the peace

the Shield DelÈa Sr:b-Unit.

Location

Description
.\

The Rochegweir Site actually consists of three d.ifferent water con-

trol structures. The main structure is a submerged, rock-fi1led weir, extending

approximately two hundred feet from each shoren leaving a gap in the centre of

the weir channel. ,This structure is just above Little Rapids and. has increased

their turbulence so as to make them unnavigable. on the Alberta side, a fish

way has been built to help fish bypass the rapids. fncorporated in this struc-

ture is a long rock filled dam along that shore "

A second channel of the Rochers River which cut east around an island

has been totally blocked by a rock-filled dam between the island and the east

bank. Up the to the time of the water control structures, the RocheilsRiver was

a main waterway between Lake Athabasca and the Slave River. The control struc-

tures have diverted much of the river traffic to the Revillon Coupe and euatre

Fourches River. An attempt was *.U."-. to provide a means by which the skiffs

could be lifted over the dam on the second arm. This rather expensive ,,railway,,

system consists of two tracks, a heavy wheeled boat holder and a crank with

cable " Either the complexity of the engineering for the untrained mind or the

21100 cranks necessary to pull a boat out of the water, has rendered the system

unused. The natives have overcome the problem by taking their boats through the

fish chutes.

the Rochers ,River, approximately fifteen

River. It is on the north east side of
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_ On the park side'of the RochersRiver, a construction road leads three

quarters of a mile into the rock quarry from which the weir fill came. About

two miles further, is another dam, this being an earthen dam built to prevent

the RochersRiver from backing up from the new weir and cutting a new channel

through the low lying areas inland.'

Vegetátion

.68

with

The vegetation consists mainly of the pre-cambrian outcrop Class IV

. white spruce and birch being the major species (Appendix I).

Fauna

The Rochçrslrleir Site does not fal.l into any of the critical wildlife

habLtat zoned . With the great amount of construction activity in the

area, the only animal noted with any regularity was the black bear.

natives around the

attraction -

Human Use

Past -

Present

This area has received little past use.

- An active fish and work camp has been constructed by the

construction site" Employment opportunities are the major

Access to the water control structures on the RochersRiver by water

route is excellent. RochersWeir Site, being located on a major waterwayr is

in the proposed Class IV, motorized vehicles (powerboats) zone (Appendix rr).

Access



The major theme of the delta - "in the delta, water ís the boss', -

has been running into conflict with the old frontier ethic of "conquer and

.69.

Interpretive Potential

control". Mants attempts to controt his environment have had mushrooming

effects in tÌ¡e delta, starting with the Bennett Dam on the peace River and

then spreading out to the various control structures built in t]".e delta in

an effort to regulate water levels. The remains of the control weir on the

Quatre Fourches ate soon to be removed and the two structures at the Rochers

Weir location are the best-on-site examples of active man-made water controls"

ftris woui-d be an ideal point from whích to interpret the original hydrology

of the delta and the objectives and effects of the man-made regulatory structures.
0

Taking into account the quality of the delta story to be told here

and accessibilityo the interpretive potential of the Rochers !{ei¡ Site is very

hiEh" t

IO" Ana$sis of the Rochers Day Use Sites

A number of possible day use sites (¡'ign¡re 3.10) are found along ttre

east shore of the Rochers River. A major site is located two miles south of the

Rochers Weir and numerous smaller ones are located to the north of the weir"

All sites are on the eastern boundary of the Shield Delta Sub'Unit and out-

side the park.

Description

Location

All possible day use siteà are elevated areas of pre-carnbrian outcrop"
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Most sites have the rock jutting down to the river's edge. The major site sug-

gested here is an old cabin location with extensive shield country to the

east of l-t. Present animal trails make for easy and enjoyable hiking through

the open jack pùne forests.

Vegetation

A1I sites are of the pre-cambrian outcrop IV classification (Appendix I) 
"

The dominant species at the major site is the jackpine which crowns the large

outcrop with a beautiful forest" The vegetation along the river at these points

is representative of the river levee types including white spruce, poplar, willow

and horsetail as the dominant plant growth.

a-rrnu.'

7L

Because of location outside

this area with the spruce gr"ouse and

Human Use

Past - Trappers' cabins are al-l along the RochersRiver. It was at one

of these sites that Billy McNeil, in the early 1900¡s, wintered the herd of do-

mesticated reindeero imported. from Greenland, which were being taken further

north to be ranched by Eskimos"

Present ' The proposed day use sites on the RochersRiver are used

quite frequently by the local people as hunting or fishing camps. Canoeists

en route to Fort Smith or other destinations further north, often overnight at

some of these spots

the park there is heavy hunting along

black bear the more common game.



Access to these proposed day use sites is readily available by river

transportation, except for those sites which occur north of the Rochers Weir

and entail a portage over the east side dam.

Access

The Rochers day use sites are located out of the park on the Rochers

River which has been zoned Class Iv, motorized transportation corridor (Appen-

dix II) "
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Possjlcle hiking trails at the sites would present a good opportunity

to interpret the Canadian Shie1d on site as the Rochers River is the eastern

boundary of the Sii.fa Delta" The major constraints on interpretation here are

that Èhese sites are outside the park and are not of greaÈ enough elevation to

overview the Shield De1ta on the ot]¡er side of the river within the park.

Interpretive Potential

Taking into account that access to these points is good, but that the

quality of the segrment of delta story to be totd is poor' the on site inter-

pretive potentiatr of these locations is Iow. However, recreational potential,

hi-king, camping, picnicking, etc" n -:l,s considered high"

11" Analvsis of Eqg Lake Overlook

Figure 3"11 shows there are t\^¡o possiJcle

Revillon Coupé, boÈh of which are in the centre of

Tt¡e first overlook is approximately 30 river miles

second is approximatelY 34 miles"

Location

Egg Lake overlooks off the

the Shield Delta Sub-Unit"

from Fort Chipewyan and the
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EGG LAKE OVER¡OoK INTERPRETTVE coNTAcT PoTNTS. TheTe aTe twopossible Egg Lake overlooks, approximately four miles apart onthe coupé River. The soutl¡ern most point is considered to bethe best location from which to interpret a perched basin inthe Peace-Athabasca De1ta.
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The first Egg Lake overlook is at the site of an o1d warden cabin.

It consists of a large pre-cambrian outcrop approximately k of a square mile

which presents a good overview of Egg Lake, one of the largest perched basins

in the delta. IÈ is not an open water body, but a large marsh, approximately

8 niles by 2 miles" The second overlook, approximately four miles down the

river, presents a sheer rock face to the river of perhaps 30 feet. It offers

an excellent overview of the Coupé but the view of Egg Lake is obscured by

trees" This has apparently been chosen as one of the sites for a dam across

the Coupé which leaves the fate of the outcrop uncertain at present (See

Appendix I) "

Description
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Both Egg Lake overlook sites follow the pre-cambrian outcrop IV

classification (appendix I). The dominant species are white spruce and jack

pineo with associated lesser species such as mountain cranberries, blueberries

and juniper" At the base of the outcropsn the shoreline of Egg Lake has a

hardy stand of balsam poplars with willows closer to the $¡aterrs edge.

Fauna

Vegetation

' ltre size and fertility of Egg Lake supports a large waterfowl'and

rnammal population" Cootsn ducks, bitterns and many other associated water

birds are abundant" Muskrats, moose, bison and bears are also present in

great numbers" This area has been add.ed to the critical wildlife habitat

zone (Appendix I) "



Past - The southern Egg Lake overlook is rich in human history. It

derived its name from the Indians who, at one time, gathered duck eggs here for

food. It has been the site of many a camp, trapper's cabin and a trapper's

store, which traded food for pelts. The store consisted of tents which were

set up during trapping season to handle the large number of pelts which were

taken in the area. A warden's cabin was also present at this site, but has

recently been demolished.

Present - There are still two trapper's cabins at the south Egg Lake

overlook. One is a very old log structure and appears abandoned, but the other

is in full use during the trapping season.

Landscape Tolerance

Human Use

75

The Egg Lake

(Appendix III) "

Access

Access to both Egg Lake overl-ooks is excellent, via river transpor-

tation along the Revillon CoupL Ho\,¡ever, two proposed dams on the Coupl coul-d,

quickly change the ready accessibility of these locations. The Egg Lake over-

looks are in a proposed Class IV zone of the master plan, with mot'orized river

transportation permitted"

Interpretive Potential

overlooks Are rated at relatively high landscape tolerance

Egg Lake

The main'objective

is one of the best examples of perched

of this location would be to interpret

basins in the delta"

perched basins and



their strategic importance to the water levels of the whole delta. Another

inÈerpretive objective would include the interpretaÈion of the associated

abundant waterfowl and other wildlife plus their relationship to the hydro-

Iogy of a perched basin. The human history of the area and its relationship

to the wildlife and perched basinn should also be included.

Taking into account easy accessibility, the quality of the location

for interpretation and master planning classificationr the first Egg Lake over-

look would appear to have high interpretive potential" Vùith a proposed dam for

the second site, as well as lower elevaùion from which to view Egg Lake, the

interpretive potential for this location appears low at-present"

]I2. Analgsis of Worm Lake (Manchuse f,ate)

"76.

Figure 3"12 shows entrance to Vrtorm Lake may be gained by a hike of

approximately 2 miles from the Revillon Coupé at the first possible site of

the proposed dam" It is located towards ttre centre of the Shie1d Delta Sub-

Unit"

Location

llorm Lake is a beautiful clear pre-cambrian lake with large rock out-

crops sr¡rrounding it" A series of pre-cambrian outcrop ridges make a¡ ideal

hiking route to the edge of the lake from the Coupé River. Ttre north shore of

the lake has gently slopping rock faces and grassy slopes leading directly to

the waterls edge which make ideal primitive camp sites"

Vegetation

For pre-cambrian shield country, the vegetaÈion is extremely tr:sh.

Description
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The majority of flora types fit into classification of pre-cambrian outcrop IV

(Appendix I). The dominant species include jackpine, white spruce and birch, with

numerous black spruce bogs in lower lying sections. What is most spectacular

and perhaps unusual, for ehield country, is the amount of tree cover, the sizes

and shapes of many of the trèes, plus the massive amount of ground and tree moss

and lichens.
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As is common in dhield country, the animal life is not quite as abun-

dant as in the rest of the delta zone. The conunon loon was apparently the only

water bird breeding on the lake. There were signs of black bear and moose but

not in any great abundance. v,¡orm Lake is not included in the critical wildlife

habitat zone (Appendix r).

Human Use

Fauna

Past - There is evidence of past human use along the Revitlon Coupé

and into the first two small lakes, between whichr goes the trail to Worm Lake.

The first smafl lake to the north of the trail, has giant initials painted into

on overhangilø rock outcrop"

Present - Trap lines run. through the Worm Lake area.

Landscape Tolerance

Landscape tolerance to human

relatively high compared to that in the

Access

Vfater access to the Worm Lake trail is excellent. The proposed first

use in the Canadian Shield is considered

delta plains (Appendix IIr) "



dam on the Revillon Coupé,is to be located across the ríver, directly at the

trail head. There is no well-marked trail to worm Lake although several red

flags, have been placed past the first pre-cambrian outcrop where the compass

will not. work. The reason for this is perhaps the common occurrence of smal1

amounts of i-ron ore or minerals which direct the compass needle away from the

magnetic north" If Worm Lake is to be used recreationally as a backpackerss

overnight spot or for interpretation, a t,rail will have to be completed., the

main reasons being the problems of an accurate compass bearing, the difficultyr

of backpacking over a series of rock outcrops without a trail and lastly, and

possiJcJ-y tlte most importanto the preservation and protection of the lush mosses

and l-ichens which are easily destroyed by hikers clarnbering thei-r way over rock

"79-

faces o

!{orm Lake is included under the Coupé river system as a proposed

Class IV zone, allowing motorized traffic (Appendix II) " o

Tttiso along with its grass meadows makes it an ideal campsite for backpackers.

It is the best Location for the traditional recreational pursuits, such as

swiirmmingo hiking, campingo etc" The interpretive potential right at Worm

Laker given ttrat it is a good example of a shield lake rather than a delta

Iake, would not be rated as high in relation to ttre delta story" Ho\^rever,

the hiking trail to $torm Lake past perched basins, marshes etc. would provide

the opportunity to interpret, the difference between a wholly pre-cambrian

Interpretive Potential

The clear waters of Vûorm Lake provide excellent drinking water.



shield landscape and delta shield landscape. Another objective might be to

interpret the associated flora and fauna of èhe fertile perched basins, com-

pared to the flora and fauna of the relatively infertile shield 1akes.

Taking into accoìmt recreation quality, easy access, master plan-

ning classification and relatively high landscape tolerance zoning, the

recreational. potential of the v'Iorm Lake and the approach trair is very

high" The interpretive potential is significant but not outstanding"

l-3" Analysis of the peace-Rochers Confluence

"80.

The Peacç-Rochers Confluence (¡'igure 3.13) is the commencemeirt of

the Slave River.

Description ì

Location

The Peace, Rochers and Slave are three great names in northern

river traffic. From the early days of the first explorers, these rivers

have been known as the highways of the north. From the airn the confluence

is revealed as a fusion of channels from which flows the large Slave River.

From the groundo it is difficult to see and appreciate the change from one

vrater course to anott¡er as the scale,,iÉ-.much too large.

There is no point of elevation from which ân overview of the area

may be obtained.
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The Peace-Rocherg-Confluence is classed as rneander scro11 which in-

cludes white spruce forest as the dominant vegetation (Appendix r).

Vegetation

Bison are common through the forests along the Peace River. Black

bear and wolf signs are also abundant" The area surrounding the confluence is

within the critical wildlife habitat zone (Appendix r).

Fauna

82.

Past and Present - The confluence has always been a major waterway

junction,from the èarLiest European expJ-orers to contemporary traffic. It. directed

movement Ëo the north, south or \ìresË. With the addition of the Rochers l,Ieírr'

much of the souËherly traffic is contínuing west on the Peace River and

headl-ng south on the Quatre Fourches River.

Landscape Tolerance

Hum.an Use

The river levees

relatir¡ely high landscape

eccess

Access to the Peace-RochersConfluence is by water, via the Peace,

Slave or Rochersrivers. once again, with the establishment of the RochergWeir,

access along that river from Fort Chipev¡yan will be hindered.

The Peace-Rocher€Confluence is in proposed Class IV area (Appendix rr)

designated for motorized river traffic.

of the Peace-RochersConfluence are considered of

tolerance (Appendix III) .



The importance of the Peace-Rocher Confluence to the delta story can-

not be over stressed. It plays a critical part in the. hydrology of the delta

as well as in human history. Itls a high interpretive priority but given Èhe con-

straints of size and lack of elevated overl-ook, the on site potential appears

Iow.

f nte rpretive Potential

83

14. Analysis of the Active Athabasca Delta

Figure 3.14 shows the active Athabasca Delta is directly to the south
I

east of fort Chipewyan. IÈ encompasses the mouth of the Embarras River with

the connecting channels in that section of the Meadows and Mudflats Sub-Unit.

Description

Location

The Active Athabasca Delta consists of many channels which continue

to grow as the sediments from the Erdbarras and Athabasca Rivers pour into Lake

Athabasca. Following the Embarras River from its mouth up to the Athabasca River

properr transj.tion changes can be clearly seen, from grasses at the mouth of the

river, to willows then aspen and finally, the spruce Athabasca forests. Unfor-

tunately, there is no point of elevation from which to view the overal.l transi-

tion and given the large size of the area, only one section may be viewed at a

time from the river"

Vegeta.tlon

Much of the Athabasca Delta fal1s into the Active Delta classification

of lake shore and delta plain (Appendix I). The dominant species here consist
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of several species

Fauna

+

The active Athabasca delta is a very fertile zone for waterfowl and

wildlife. The lush sedge meadows provide food for the bison, marshes for moose,

and both of these animals provide food for a common follower - the wolf. Musk-

rats and beaver are also present in large nr¡nbers. The active Athabasca delta

falls into the critical wildlife habitat zone (Appendix ï).

Hrx'nan Use

of willows, bent reed grass and giant reed grass.

.85

Past and Present - Many

delta zones have h$.gHér w'tLdLife

or inactive deltas.

Landscape 'Tolerance

The active

high landscape zone

Access

traplines are found in this area as active

populations thari have the semf-actíve

Access to the active Athabasca delta from Fort Chipewyan is by water.

The entrance to the active defta is about five miles from Fort Chipewyan. The

major navigational problems are low water levels and poorly marked channels.

Much of the souÈhruest corner of Lake Athabasca is extremely shallow and often

weedy" It isrin fact, Ín the first stage of del-ta formatlon"

Athabasca delta is not consid.ered to be in a relatively

in the master plan (Appendix III).

The active Athabasca delta falls into Class IV T for

traffic (See Appendix II for definition) .

motorized river



The Athabasca delta is a readily accessible area to interpret aütive

delta processes. Of the three deltas, the Peace, Athabasca and Birch' this

area is the best location for first hand experience of an active detta. Inter-

pretive objectives for this site would be to interpret the formation of a delta,

the transition stages from active, semi-active to inactive delta, and finally,

to interpret the corresponding flora and fauna of each successive stage. Taking

into account the relative quality of the story to be told in the active Athabasca

delta, and readily available access to the area, it appears the interpretive

potential of this location is very high" Also, taking into account 1ow land-

scape tolerance and critical wildlife habitat zoning, the recreational potential

of this area is "olrla.""d low"
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Inte rpretive Potential

L5" enalysis of Lake Athabasca

Ancient Lake Athabasca \¡¡as over twice the size of the present day lake.

The 'Birch, Athabasca and Peace deltas have slol¡ly f1lled in t,he enËlre T¡restern

end, cutting it into many smaller lakes" This action is still apparent today,

with the gradual, growth of the mudflats west of Fort Chipewyan along the Quatre

Fourches River and the growth of the active Athabasca delta. Because of this

growth, the western end of Lake AÈhabasca continues to siti in, and has becorne

very shallow"

The waters in the eastern end of the lake are clear. Sandy beaches

are abundant along the islands and south shore "

Degcriptlon
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Past and Present - Fishing has always been an important use of Lake

Athabasca by local Fort chipewyans. commercial fishing ventures have been

carried on in the past but it is uncertain at this time as to wheÈher they will
continue again next year. Goldeye, northern pike, pickerel and in the east end,

trout, are conmonly sought after catches.

Recreational uses made of the lake include sports fishing, swimming,

canoeing, power boating, water skiing and sailing"

Access

Human Use

.88

Fort chipehryan is rocated on a bay of Lake Athabasca giving easy

access to the gr"ater lake and to the peace-Athabasca derta.

' Fort Chipewyan on Lake Athabasca is in a prime position as it is
capable of rneeting most visitor use demands. rt offers a convenient jumping

off point to a waterfowl/wildlife nature experience of the best quarity for
the nature photographer, naturalist, studentsr.and. those wishing just to see the

bLotj-c wealth of one of North Americars largest deltas, preserved for all-
time " For the sports enthusiasi and devotee of hunting, fishing, po\¡rer boating
and water skiing, Fort chipewyan provides readily available access to the open

waters of Lake Athabasca.

The access and range of activities possible make the recreationaL

end interpretive poËentíaL of Lake Athabasca .r"r, nrrn.

Interpretiv_e and Recrgational potential



16. Analysis of Jerryrs Lake Overlook

Jerryrs Lake Overlook (Figure 3.16) is found about a mile behind

Warden Cabin B on the Quatre Fourches River in the Shield Delta Sub-Unit.

lfarden Cabin 8 is approximately 30 miles north, along the Quatre Fourches

River from Fort Chipewyan.

Description

Location

"89

Jerry0s Lake Overlook stands approximately 250 feet above the sur-

rounding lowlands. The pinnacle allows for a grand 360 degree view of the

Shietd Delta surropnding it" nort Chipewyan Hills may be seen approximately

15 miles overland to the south easto garil Lake Overlook to the immediate

$¡este approxi-mately 4 mil-es and Pushup Lake Overlook to the east, approximately

5 mil-es overland.

Íhis overlook closely foJ-Iows the land. facet classification pre-

cambrian outcrop IV (Appendix I) " Ttre dominant vegetation is jack pine, with

spruce on the lower rocks.

Fauna

Vegetation

Jarryes Lake is an extremely large, fertile perched basin which

appears to be more a marsh than open water" V[ildlife is correspondingly

abundant" This location is in tJle critical wildlife habitat zone (Appendix I).
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'Past and Present - Jerry'-s-,Lake is considered

with many motor toboggap trails and portages.

Landscape Tolerance

Hrfiian Use

Jerry's Lake OverLook

high landscape tolerance by the

Access'

.91

Jerry¡s Lake Overlook is readily accessible via a trapper's trail

which makes for an easy one mile hike, with a small marsh to be crossed and

relatively steep cLim¡ to the pinnacle.

This overlook is located within the proposed Class IV T motorized

river transportation corridor (Appendix II) " r

Interpretive Potential

is considered to be in a zone of relatively

master plan (Appendix rlr).

a prize trapline area

The river route along the Quatre Fourches is flat and for the most part,

homogeneous. Mosc river travellerç would be surpriaed Ëo learn f,rom a rf,ie¡r

point just a nile off the river thaÈ - the terrain 1s a mixÈure of shield

and delta.

The story segment most suitably told at Jerryr s Lake includes the ob-

jectives of the Shield Delta Sub-Unit, the interpretation of the Canadian

Shield/fnterior Plains interface, the floral and faunal associates of the

rocky outcrops, .the interyretation of the hydrology of Jerryrs Lake as

a perched basinrand the waterfowl significaûceof Jerry's Lake

Taking into account the quality of the location, relatively high

landscape tolerance and easy access, it appears the interpretive potential of

Jerryrs Lake Overlook is very high.
I



17. Analysis of Baril Lake Overlook

Baril Lake Overlook (Figure 3.17) is located on the west boundary

of the Shield Delta Sub-Unit approximately 35 miles from Fort Chipewyan along

the Quatre Fourches River" BariL Lake overlook has the best view of the lfea-

dows and l{¡dflats :Sub-Unit in the park from its location on the wesÈ side of

the Quatre Fourches River"

De scription

Location

92

The Baril Lake Overlook consists of a series of large pre-cambrian

outcrops which exte¡rd for several miles on the west side of the Quatre Fourches

Rir¡er across from Warden Cabin Nr¡nber 8" The elevation of the furthest west

outcrop is such that a commanding I80 degree view of the delta is possible.

Vegetation

The flora of this location follows the classification for pre-cambrian

outcrop IV (Appendix I) " The dominant vegetatio.r i" i-.i. pine with juniper and

beaðerry conmon J-ow ground cover.

Fauna

The Baril Lake Overlook is situated on the edge of one of the richest

parts of the delta in terms of the numbers of wildlife it can support the mea-

dows and mudflats. Large numbers of waterfowl are evident everywhere arou¡rd the

base of the outcrop. Bison, wolf, bear and othe¡ animal signs are abundant.

This overlook is within the critical wildlife habitat zone (Appendix r).
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Past and Present - Trappersr cabins dot the marshes around Baril Lake

Overlook. Various short portage routes from the base of the outcrop to Rosebush

Creek allow for easy access to Baril Lake. Canoes along tt¡e first portage at

the bäse of the outcrop are evidence that the area is still used for moose

huntinE"

Human Use

.94.

Baril Lake Overlook is considered to be of relatively high landscape

tolerance (Appendix III) "

AcceFS

Landscape Tolerance

Access to Baril Lake Overlook is easy by \^rater travel up the Quatre

Fourches River" Approximately three miles up river from Cabin 8, is a large

rock bank on the west side of the river which marks the start of the hiking

trail. This is not an established trail" but rather a bison trail which fol-lows

the only ridge of high ground from the river to the first outcrop. From the

river to the outcrop f,arthest west, which is the overlook, is approxirnately

two miles"

Baril Lake Overlook is in proposed Class IV T, motorized river trans-

portation corridor (Appendix If).

Interpretive Potential

Baril Lake

the best location in

FLats and Open !{ater

L8O degree vistas of

Overlook¡s elevation and relative ease of access make it

the delta from which to interpret the Meadows and l'Iud-

Sub-Units. The view looking west and south encompasses

totally delta landscape" The only high land visible is



that of the Birch Mountains which can be seen sixty miles to the south on a

clear day. This view is by far the best in the park and the closest to stimu-

lating an overview by airplane.

The story segment assigned to tl¡is location would be to interpret

the semi-active delta, its hydrology, its flora and fauna, and the effects

of water level change on it"

Taking into account accessibility and the quality of the story seg-

ment of ttre delta to be told here, it appears tfie interpretive potential of

the Baril Lake Overlook is very high.

.95.



SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS OF SUB-UNIT AND CONTACT POÍNT ANALYSIS

The six sub-units were analysed as to the interpretive message or

storyline, which could be presented in each to achieve the objective of inter-

preting the Peace-Athabasca Delta through interpreting its major components.

Fifteen locations were analysed as to the possibility of on site interpretation

of any of the component interpretive messages previously developed. A subjec-

tive rating system has been used in Tables I, II and III to tabulate the

i-nformation in Chapters IV and V" The conclusions distilled from these tables

lead J-ogically ao i,n. recommendations which follow in Ctrapter Vr.

1.

.96.

CHAPTER

Introduction

VI

An interpretive unit plan is developed on other plans such as the

master plan if these have previously been documented" TabIe I gives the values

of each interpretive sub-unit in relation to Master Planning Considerations such

as area pl-anning classification, land.scape tolerance, critical wildlj.fe zoning

and possible access" Each sr¡b-unit, is given a subjective rating of 1' 2 or 3

in terms of development priority for on-site interpretation" A rating of "3"

indicates highest priority on the basis of the criteria in question"

The higher the total rating scored by each sub-unit, the more suitable

the sub-unit is for development" The Shield Delta has received the highest rating

and thus shows the,greatest potential for development. The Athabasca Forest and

Shrub Sub-Unit and the Peace Forest and Meadows Sub-Unit have been rated as having

nedium potential for d,evelopment" All other sr¡b-uniÈs are assigned low develop-

ment potential.

2" Relevance of Sub-Units to Master Planning Considerations



Sr¡b-Units:

Master Planning
Considerations:

Area Planning
Classificationl

Landscape Tolerance2

Critical -Vùi1dli feJ
zonr-ng

¿.
Possilcle .Access -

Boundary edjustmentss

TABI,E I

RELEVANCE OF TNfERPRETIVE SUB-UNITS TO MASTER PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS

Meadows and. Open lrlaters
Mudflats

Totals

Summary of Totals:

High possibility for interpretive development (13-f5): Shiel-d Delta Sr:b-unit
Medium possibility for interpretive development (10-12): a) Athabasca Forest and Shrubs Sub-unit

b) Peace Forest and Meadow Sub-r¡nit
Low possiJcility for interpretive d.evelopnrent (0-9) : a) Open Waters Sub-unit

b) Meadows and Mudflats Sub-r:nit
c) Birch Delta Sr¡b-unit

Notes: A sr:bjective rating system has been utilized here to set our priorities for the possible development
of ttre interpretive sub-units in relation to the various master (area) planning considerations. Each"

.. sr:b-unit has been rated I Èo 3 with 3 representing a good or high possibility for deveLopment and I
representing a poor or low possibility for development.

1. Example: The "Area Planning Classification Zoning" in the master plan included the majority of the Meadows
and Mudflats Sub-unit in Class I area or special preservation zone. Íkrus a "1" or l-ow rating for
interpretive development has been assigned to it because of possiJcle detrimental effects such use
could have on a special preservation area.

1

I

Birch Delta

I
2

3

Athabasca Forest
and Shrubs

1

3

3

1

2

3

Peace Forest Shield Delta
and Meadows

3

3

I

L2

1

2

3

10

3

3

3

I5

(o
{



TABLE I - Continued

2. Example: o'Landscape Tolerance" mapping in ttre master plan showed the Meadows and Mudflats Sub-Unit to
be included in a zone of relatively fow landscape tolerance. Thus a trlt' or lov¡ rating for
the possible interyretive development was given because of possible détrimental effects such
use could have on the landscape.

3. Example: "Critical Vüildlife Zoning" in the master plan included the majority of ttre Meadov¡s and. Mudflats
. Sr:b-Unit in Class l area or special preservation zone. Thus a tr1rr or low rating for interpre-

tive development has been assigned to it because of possiJcle detrimental effects on the major
wildlife habitat of the Ðelta.

Example: "Possible Access" to the Meadows and Mudflats Sub-Unit for interpretive development was rated.
"2" or med.ium largely because access is available to most sections by v¡ater, however complica-
tions arise with low vraÈer levels and the high quantity of submerged. water plants.

' g

4"

5" Example: Possible "Boundary Adjustments" are not foreseen for the Mead.ows and Mudflats Sub-Unit at this
time" Thus a "3" or high rating for interpretive development will not be affected by bound.ary
adjustments.



In order to develop the interpretive potential of the sub-units'

locations for possible on site visitor contact were analysed in refation to

story values to be told (Chapter V). Table II lists the major story elements

of the delta and a subjective rating system is utilized by the author to show

relevance of each location to the interpretation of the delta story.

3. Summary of Relevance of Interpretive Locations to Unit Story

From Table II, iÈ rnay then be concluded that the following locations,

order of priority, are the best locations for the interpretation of the del-

story or segments thereof"

Ln

ta
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(I) Baril Lake Overlook - ls the best focation from which to

interpret the Mead,ows and Mudflats Sub-Unit. Other highly rated associated

story elements include bison, waterfowl and delta formation.

(2) Jerryrs Lake Overlook - Is the best location from which to

interpret the Shield Delta Sub-Unit. Other highly rated associated story ele-

ments to be interpreted here include waterfowl, human history and perched basins.

(3) Sweetgrass - ïs tJ:e best location from which to interpret

park management, in particular, the bison management program. Other highly

rated associated story element,s, include meadows and mudflats, waterfq.¡l and

coniferous forests

(4) Egg Lake Overlook - Is the best location which which to inter-

pret a perched basin. Other important story efements to be told here are human

history, waterfowl, hydrology and the shield delta story.

(5) South Rochers Stopping Point - Is the best location from

which to interpret the delta's mudflats. Another highly rated associated story

element which may be interpreted here is the shield delta stÖry.



Unit Stor

Active Delta

Semi-active Delta

Inactive Delta

Hydrology

Human History

Bison

Waterfowl

Perched Basins

Meadows, Mudflats

Shield De1ta

Coniferous Forest

TABI,E II

RELEVANCE OF INTERPRETIVE LOCATIONS TO UNIT STORY

Elements

3311132L11

r1222L31I1

I1221IL211

I122333231

1133331132

11311r1111

2231112L11

11r211r311

11322232J-1

1IL22333-23

112211112L

910

Summary of Tqtals:

High interpretive potential for on site interpretatioq locations with rat,ings 2L-26, listed in ord.er
of priority are:

a) Baril Lake overlook
b) Jerryts Lake Overlook

. c) Sweetgrass

11 L2

1

2

1

3

3

I

3

3

2

2

13

1132

112L

1111

L222

122L

1111

1131

112L

1131

1tr1

I211

L4 15 16 Locations

1. Spruce Point
2. Pointe d.e Roche
3. Sweetgrass
4. High Rock Tower
5. Dog Camp
6. Fort Chipewyan
7. South Rochers

Stopping Point
8. Pushup Lake .

Overlook t.
9. Rochers weir Síte 3

I0. Rochers Day Use
Site

11. Egg Lake
Overlook

12. Worm Lake
13. Peace-Rochdrs

Confluence
L4. Active Athabasca

_Delta
15. Lake Athabasca
16. Jerryrs Lake

Overlook
L7. Baril Lake Overlook

33

23

33

2L

I2

33

33

23

33

11

T4 2T 13



TABLE II - Continued

d)
e)
f)

Egg Lake Overlook
South Rochers Stopping point
Active Athabasca Delta

Medium interpretive potential for
the same priority are:

a) Fort Chipewyan
b) High Rock To\.rer
c) Dog Carnp
d) Pushup Lake Overlook
e) Rochers lVeir Site

Low interpretive potential for on

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Spruce Point
Pointe de Roche
Rochers Day Use Site
Vtorm Lake
Peace-Rochers Conf luence
Lake Athabasca

NorES: A subjective rating system has been utilized here to set out priorities
potentiaL of each contact point, previously defined, for on site interpretation
various story elements of the de1ta. Each location has been raÈed r to 3 with
interpretive potential and 1 representing low inierpretive potential.

on site interpretation, locations with ratings 16-20, rated as

site interpretation, Iocations wittr ratings 1l-15 are:

'

as to the interpretive
in relation to the

3 representing high

Fo
H
o



(6) Active Athabasca Defta - best location from which to inter-

pret active delta formation. Other associated story elements highly rated

include waterfowl, meadows and mudflats.

The locations rated medium in Table fI may also be considered poten-

tial interyretation sites. Ttrey are, however, considered to have less relevanÒe

to the delta story than have the high priority sites. They include the following:

(7) Fort Chipewyan - Is rated as the best location from which to

interpret the human history of the delta. It is also considered to be a prime

location to interpret off site, all the other delta story elements to bring the

entire delta story together. This to be accomplished in an interpretive centre

. IO2

located in the townsite.

(8) '"igh Rock Tower - Is the best location from which to interpret

the Peace Forest and Shrub Sub-Unit. Another highly rated associated story ele-

ment is human history, in particular, fire control management.

(9) Dog Camp - Is considered a good general location from which

to interpret human history. Other associated story elements highly rated here

include hydrology.,and the meadows and mudflats story.

(10) Pushup Lake Overf-ook - fs considered a good. general location

from which the shield delta may be interpreted. Wilderness recreation potential

here is also very high"

(11) Rochers !{eir Site - Is considered a good location from which

to interpret the hydrology of the delta, in particular, tJre waÈer control manage-

ment progran.

value.

The remaining locations are rated as having 1ow on site interpretive

These include:

(12) Spruce Point



(13) Pointe de Roche

(14) Rochers Ðay use Site

(15) vform Lake

(16) Peace Rochers Confluence

(17) Lake Athabasca

It is thus concluded that the delta story elements that could'be pos-

sibty told at these six low rated locations be told elsewhere or off site.

.103.

We have now determined (Table I), the priorit:ies in development of sub-

units and. have then priorízed. the interpretive contact points (fa¡te ff). It

is now necessary to combi¡e the two in order to make recommend.ations as to media

and use of the various delta area.

Table IfI gives the delta story relevance and rating of the inter-

pretive contact points in relation to the sub-units within which they are found.

Ítre sub-units are listed in order of developnent priority from left to right,
l

as given in Table I"

4. The Allocation of 9uality Interpretive Locations to the Sub-UniÈs

It may be concluded from Table III that the majority of the best

interpretive on site l-ocations are found in tt¡e Shield Delta Sub-Unít. As

well the majority of the medium rated interpretive locations are found within

the Shield Delta Sub-Unit" A final conclusion can then be drawn from TaL'le IfI.

The Shield Delta has been priorized as the most suitable for development.Since

it contains eleven of the possible twelve interpretive contact points rated as

medium or better, future development should be concentrated in the Shield De1ta

Sub-Unit.



Delta Story
Relevance:

THE AI,LOCATION OF QUALTTY TNTERPRETM ËOCATIONS TO SUB-UNTTS

Ratings of
Locations:

High

Shield
Delta

"r04.

TABLE ITT

Medium

Athabasca Forest
and Shrubs

Loqr

6

Totals

5

Sununary of Totals: Table III shows that 13 out of the possiJcle 17 Interpretive
Contact Points are found inside the Shield Delta Sr:b-Unit.
It also shows that 11 of tl¡e 13 lnterpretive Contact Points
inside the Shield Delta are of medium to high potential
for development"

Peace Forest
and Meadow

2

13¡

0

0

Open
Waters

0

Meadov¡s
& Mudflats

0

0

0

Birch
Delta

o

0

I

I

0

1

0

2

o

3

o

0



DISCUSSION
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CHAPTER

1. Constraints to Interpretation

The size and nature of the Peace-Athabasca Delta study area is such

that easy surface access for the vast majority of the public is not possible.

A.

1. Road: Road access is non-existent at present except

for two winter roa{s (roads usable only after ground, rivers and lakes .r" fro"irl.

The established winter road connects Fort Chipewyan to the park loop road north

of the Peace Rivero and immediately east of Carlsonis Landing. For the most

part, this narrow winding winter road follows the east side of the Quatre Fourches

and crosses the river at the interpretive location, High Rock Tower. A new

winter road' presently being completed, from Fort McMurray to Fort Chipewyan

folLows the 27th base line (or southern most boundary of the park) across the

Athabasca River where it extends up the east shore to the Embarras River junction.

At this point, iÈ heads directly north across the Athabasca Delta and the west

end of Lake Athabasca Èo Fort Chipewyan

Physical Constraints

Access

VII

Cost benefit analysis and environmental impact studies are presently

being carried out on two proposals for an all weather road from Fort McMurray

to Fort Chipewyan and an extension of that road to join the paúk loop road

north of the Peace River"

One of the two main proposals calls for an all weather road on the

west side of the Athabasca Rir¡er and through the park, via the Peace..Athabasca



Delta to Fort Chipewyan. The second proposal is for an all weather road out-

side the park, on the east side of the Athabasca River to Old Fort point, with

a connection by ferry to Fort- Chipewyan. Further research will have to be con-

ducted before it can be determined what effects a road through a semi-active

delta would have on the hydrology and corresponding fl-ora and fauna of this

region. Road access would certainly provide greater numbers of potential visí-

tors for an interpretive program. However, road construction may result in

serious dete*ioration of the very features and processes to be interpreted. On

balance it would seem that road construction through the delta would be unwise.

As the Athabasca River provides excellent access for interpretation to the

Athabasca f'orest unit and also Athabasca Delta, it would not only be an added

danger to a sensitì..,ne area, but also largely unnecessary.

2" lfatentrays: Once again, the very size and nature of

Lake Claire and Lake Mamawi pose a physical constraint to án interpretive pro-

gram for this unit. The vast size, low water levels, dense beds of aquatic

vegetation and insignificant landmarks, make navigation difficult.

ctranginq acgeJs

Hydrological controls and management have placed physical constraints

on the development of a static interyretive plan as water routes have been con-

trolled.

106

I. Athabasca River Diversion: It has been known for some

Èine that the Athabasca is gradually and inevitably swinging west as outlet chan-

nels at the rj-vers s mouth silt in. It probably would have cut into the Embarras

Rir¡er channel already if a diversion channel had not been created in 1973. If

and when the Athabasca finally does cut into the Embarras River. the whole area



north to Lake Mamawi will be flooded until the rriver cuts out new outflow chan-

nels. The flooded area would include the Mamawi creek area previously proposed

as a possible canoe route location. Thus, it must be concluded that an i-nter-

pretive plan for this specific area cannot be static but must remain flexible

to respond to changes in the featu/es'and events it interprets. '\

.2. t'leir a¡d Ðam Construction: Water control structures

inside the interyretive unit are access constraints. The Little Rapids lfeir on

Rochere Rlver has diverted most river traffic to the Coupd and Quatre Fourches

.- Rivers. The new dams on the Revillon coupJ (construction to start in the winter

of L975-76) will effecÈively cut off the majority of traffic on that river. A

weir built on the Quatre Fourches River in 1973 was washed out by the spring

flood of L974 ana tne remaining parts are to be removed. However, the future

status of the Quatre Fourches River as the only open outl-et channel- is r:ncer-

tain" 9üith the exception of canoe travel, the triangular river system (Quatre

Fourches, Revil-lon Coupd and Rochere Rivers) has man made constraints to access

for the interpretive program.
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The natiræ peoples of the Fort Chipe\,¡yan area are. an important consld-

eràËlon and a great asset to an interpretive program (interpretive traplines,

display trapper';r cabins, nature tours, etc.) However they also place a constraint

ofl aÂ inËerpretlve progranrunique 4-o the parks Êysteili.rr-Ë is dif ficult to

envision an interpretive program which includes the interpretation of the need

for preservation, park m¿aagement and native usage. The major constraints and

problems found here are the conflicting nature of the three, the doubte standard

B" Organizational Constraints

Social Conditions



for treaty visitors to the park and non-status visiÈors2 and generally, the

sensitivity of the whole problem which has to be foremost in the minds of

those cond.ucting the inÈerpretive program.

After realities of this problem are .accepted, further .studies will

have to be implemented. to suggest solutions which could bring about an under-

standing between the various types of park users.

"108-

Successful interpreÈive programs only occur when preceded by effective

advertising and orientation programs.

2. Ad.vertisement and Orientation

An interpretive program for the Peace-Attrabasca De1ta would have to

be well- advertised to attract an audience due to the spacial relationships

between towns, visitoraccommodaÈions, and interpretive facilities. Informa-

tion booklets and other written material should be distributed to the various

surrounding cornmunities (fort Smith, Uranium City, Fort McMurray). Television

.(starting in Fort Chipewyan in 1976) and radio are two other important media

for advertising to the local and regional audiences, the features of an inter-

pretive prograrn. An interpretive brochure on tJ-e Peace-Athabasca Delta as a

separate entity within t'Iood Buffalo National Park could. inform national audiences

(school groups, etc.) of the interpretive program and inforrnaÈion obtainable.

A. Program Advertising

2 Why one can cut down trees
problem becoming increasingly

B.

An important factor in viewing and interpreting a vast area such as

Orientation

and shoot moose and another cannot is a májor
more evident in the delta region.



the Peace-Athabasca Delta is the adequate orientation of the visitor. Visitors

wandering aimlessly through tÏ¡e vast stretches of open l¡tater and river systems

might pass within a few hundred yards of a viewpoint which would have enhanced

their delta experience manyfold. Orientation to an area the size of this study

unl-t is thus essential .

Fort Chipewyan is well placed for orientation of those entering the

delta via the river sysèem from the south. Carlson's Landing has been identi-

fied as an appropriate entry and orientation point èo the same system from the

north" This point is widely used by the local people as a docking point for

the road access north. If the facilities here $tere upgraded to handle boat

traffic, it appears it would make an excellent starting point for tours to Sweet-

grass and interp."di.r" river trips. Orientation and interpret,ation material

combined in a river pamphlet for canoeists and river travellers, could be dis-

trilcuted at such jumping off points (Carl'son¡s Landing, Fort Chipewyan and Fort

t"lcMurray) and serve as invaluable guides to self interpretation of the river

system and delta as a .whole"

3" Media

.109.

Media are important considerations in getting the interpretive messages

of the Peace-Athabasca Delta across to the public. Most media reconmendations

in this report have covered traditional kinds" These include an interpretation

centreo slide programs, interpretive hiking trails, interpretive river traffic

brochures and literature on specific theme topics such as bison, waterfowl and

human history"

TlEo new modes of conununication have been proposed" These are the

use of air¡llanes for on site interyretation for regional audiences and the use

of 16 ¡nm. fil-m for off site interpretation to national audiences. The use of



aircraft specifically for interpretive purposes is expensíve and will be acces-

sible to only a small nrrrrtber of possible park rr=".".b The use of 16 run. film

would enable large numbers of Canada's population to,gain an appreciation for

and understanding of the Peace-Athabasca Delta. The use of 16 mm. film for

park interpretation is the single most important medium possible at piesent to

interpret our isolated northern parks to the southern populace.
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S fhe Peace-Athabasca Delta is directly under Pacific lrlestern Airlines norÈhern
route" The majority of the people entering and leaving the north use this means
of transportation. It would be conceivable to have provisions made for inter-
pretive packages to be placed on the airlines for the travellerstuse as the overall
view of the delta is excellent.



SUMMARY AND RECOMIT{ENDATIONS

There are three general national parks goals and objectives for inter-
pretation in the Peace-Athabasca Delta Unit" These are ouÈLined ás follows by

1

R" Day-:

"111.

CHAPTER

1. Summary

1" To interpret the natural history of tJ:e unit,

off site.

2. To involve the natives of Fort.: Chipewyan in

program" !

VIII

3" To interpret the historic resources of the Delta and region,

particularlyo Fort Chipewyan" 
¿

In this report? the various interpretive messages or storylines for
the delta have been researched" Visitor: contact points are priorized for best

on site i-nterpretation of, these storylines. conclusions are drawn concerning

'tåe actual development and use of the various segiments of the delta (sub-¿nits)

from which flow the following reco¡runendations.

Recommendations

subjective ratings of the

2" Recommendations

1 tgzs"" op" cit. o page 39

both on and

the interpretive

are priorized in order

author. Ho$rever, many

of importance according to the

are closely inter-related and the



implementation of one recommendation may have a definite impact on another.

1. A major interpretive program should be established for the 
\

Peace-Athabasca Delt,a with a full time naturalist based in Fort Chipewyan.

2. An interpretive orientation centre should be established in

Fort Chipewyan to interpret the unit story to locatn regional and tourist audi-

ences. Story elements would include but not be limited to the following in

order of priority:

a) Geomorphology of the Delta (particularly all sr¡b-unit

themes that, cannot, be inÈerpreted on site) "

. LI2

b) Hydrology and water control management

c) The bison and bison management
¡

d) Human History

e) Delta flora and fauna

The interpretive centre should be for use also as an orienÈation centre for

visitors to the delta.

3" 16 mm. film should be considered as a major medium to interpret

the Peace-Athabasca Delta to national audiences (schools, groups, etc.). As wel1,

shorter films should be consid.t.a for use on television to relate management

policy and interpretive and park objectives for this actively changing and con-

troversial- area"

4" The Shield Delta Sub-Unit should be the first priority for de-

velopment of on site interpretation and visitor use. Included would be traditional

recreational- uses such as camping, picnicking and other facilities.

5" lnterpretive river route brochures with locations of viewpoints

should be prepared for river traffic on, but. not limited to:

a) the triangular river system (Quatre Fourches, Revillon

Coupé, Peace and Rochers Rivers) to and from Fort Chipewyan;



b) the Athabascar/embarras River route to Fort Chipewyan;

c) the l4amawi creek portage from the Embarras River through

Lake Mamawi to Fort Chipewyan.

6. The river brochures should contain the following contact points

and present the related interpreti.rå *"""uge to be told at each. Hiking trails

will have to be established to provide access Èo these points and to preserve

vegeÈation along the routes. the contact points are priorized according to sub-

jective rankings by the author:

a) Baril Lake Overlook - trail needed is approximately 2 miles

b) Jerrye s Lake Overlook - trail needed is approximatety I mile

c) High Rock Tower - trail needed is approximately 300 yards

d) Egg Lake Overlook - trail needed is approximately 400 yards

e) South Rocher6SÈopping Point - trail needed is approximately

300 yards
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7 " The interpretive river brochure should also take into con-

sideration the human history including but not limited to exploration, native

use, ¿uxd present day use of the river system"

f) RocherSWeir Site - trail unnecessary at present

g) Dog canp - trait needed is approximately 3OO yards

h) Peace Rochersconfluence - trail is r¡nnecessary

8. The interpretive river route brochures should be distributed

from various regional centLes outside the study unit including¡ but not limited

to:

a)

b)

Fort Chipewyan

Fort, Smith

c)

d)

Fbrt McMurray

Uranium City



9". Access along the Revillon Coupé should be límited to non-

powered boat because of recent dams and slow waters.

10. Interpretive literature should be made available to the vi-

carious user on such major delta theme topics as, but not limited to:

a) delta formation and hydrology

b) bision and bison management

c) waterfowl

d) human history

1-1. Radion television

as a means of advertisement for the

audiences "

.114.

12.. .slveetgrass Station should be

prograrn. It is recommended howevér, that all

be under the guidance of a naturalist"

13. The already established cabins at Sweetgrass should be used as

a group camp, under the strict guidance of a naturalist, for larger groups seek-

ing a wilderness learning environment. These would include such groups as

and newspapers should be used where possiJcle

interpretive program to local and regional

naturalistso scouts, guides, photographers and school groups.

L4. A canoe access route to Sweetgrass should be firmly established

along Sweetgrass Creek with improved portages and mapping"

should be

extensive

15" Access along Chetlouise Creek to the Pushup Overlook area

limited to non-powered craft to prevent future impact damage to the

utilizied in an active interpretive

interpretive use made of this area

area"

marsh areas.

16" Pushup Lake Overlook should be designated a primitive campsite



17 " Active native participation in the ínterpretíve pïogram should

be attempted in the following areas:

a) Open a trapperrs cabin to river users for interpretive

purposes during the summer season, possibly with direct subsidy to

the trapper for maintaining ¡open house!. The best location for

this type of interpretation would be along the Embarïas or Athabasca

river system"

b) Native tTappers should be included. in the interpretive

programr as on site interpreters of their traplines to all park

users (school groups, tourists, etc.).

18. Worm Lake should be used as a primitive campsite location.

19" OIt trra"tpretive trail, complete with self guiding brochure

should be considered for future access to !ùorm Lake,

3" Research Recommendations

.115.

I" Studies should be undertaken to determine impact of visitor
use on flora and fauna at all visitor use contact points listed for possible

on síte interpretation. These areas are listed according to expected numbers

of future vi-sitors:

a) South Rochers Stopping point

b) Baril Lake Overlook

c) Jerry¡s Lake Overlook
I

d) Egg Lake Overlook

e) Pushup Lake Overlook

f) !{orm Lake

g) High Rock Tower
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h) Rochers füeir Site

i) Sweetgrass

j) Active Athabasca Delta

2. A feasibility study is needed concerning the costs and bene-

fits of using l-6 mm" fil-m for Delta interpretation to national audiences. lltris

study wj-ll be of the utmost i-mportance to future interpretation of our isolated

northern parks"

3. The human history of Fort Chipewyan and area should ¡. o..otàa

while there are still people present with knowledge of the unwritten history of

the areao the use of the delta by the Indians and the origins of names, etc.

4" î study should be conducted to determine the feasibility of

a native operated guided tour of the delta, more parti-cularly to the east end

of Lake Mamawi- 
¡

5" A feasibility study should be conducted Ëo,.determine the appro-

priateness of aircraft for on site interpretation of the Peace-Athabasca Delta.

6" Further visitor research is necessary to determine whether

or not Carlsonss Landing should be further developed into an orientation and

northern access point to the Peace-Athabasca Delta.
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APPENDIX I - SUMMARY RESOURCE BASE

A good knowledge of the resource base plays an integral part in the

development of the interpreÈive plan. The resource base of the peace Athabasca

Delta (hydrology, surficial geology', flora, fauna, landscape tolerance and human

resources) has previously been documented in the report prepared by the peace

Athabasca DeLta Project Group under the Federal, Alberta and saskatchewan
,.,)

@vernments"- The resource base has also been described by A. Hoolez, park

. 119

pl-anner for Parks Canada"

unnecessary in this report. only a sunmary description of the resource base

is presented here. -\
¡

'tln the delta, h¡ater is the boss." For an understanding of the hòld

water has on the land and life of the delta, it is necessary to understand the

hydrology of the area. The Peace Athabasca delta is actually three combined

deltas. These are the Peace, Athabasca and Birch River deltas. Each delta is

responsibl-e for the sedimentation of its point of entrance into Lake Athabasca.

This deltaic deposition has segrmented the ancient lake into the three large lakes

of today - CLaire, Mamawi and Athabasca. Figure 4 shows the areas àf sedimen-

tation, in particular, the areas of rapid sedimentation and the areas of slower

annual sedimentation.

A full resource base documentation is therefore,

I
The Peace Athabasca Delta Group, L972, Op. cit.

t- L975, Op. cLt"
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The headwaters of the Birch River are in the Birch Mountains. The

rir¡er has a steady heavily-sedimented f1ow, north eastward into the southwest

corner of Lake Claire. Each spring, the water levels riserrflooding much of

the area of low elevation in the Birch D.elta and replenishing a1l the small

lakes within the delta which are otherwise not connected to Lake Claire. rrom'

the air, on a calm day, it is possible to see the dividing line between the

darker waters of the Birch River and the lighter waters of Lake Claire.

The Athabasca River has a much larger delta than the Birch, and punps

many more times the amount of sediment into Lake Athabasca daily, .than does the

smaller river. The Embarras River in realityn is a delta channel of the Atha-

basca River, much in the same way as are the Fletcher Channel- and many others.
.!

This dei-ta is considered the most active of the three, with sedimentation being

so heavy that dredges are kept busy at the mouth of the Athabasca River to keep

it deep enough for the barges which supply Fort Chipev¡yan Ld uraniun City with

goods from southern Canada.

Upon the retreat of the Wisconsj-n Glacier, the sedimentation of the

Peace River delta redirected the flow of the Peace River to the north, via the

Slave River. For the main part of the year, the Quatre Fourches, Revillon Coupl

and Riviere des Rochers are outflow channels for the delta and Lake Athabasca.

These rivers flow north to meet the Peace and Slave Rivers. However, during

spring high-waters on the Peace River, a hyd.raulic dam is formed, stopping the

three outflow channels, which in turn fbrce the spring flood waters of Lake

L2L.

Athabasca through the lower Quatre Fourches channel into the delta. This sudden

burgeoning of water floods the delta and refills all the perched basins which

redrain into the delta during later low water levels. In addition, this backed

up water may spill directly overthe low-elevation Peace Forest Sub-LFrit and

flood the entire region down to Lake Claire, as occurred during the spring of

T9A "



Lo¡r water l-evels occurred ín the delta for several years, cormenclng

tn 1968, correspondlng to the constructÍon of the Bennett Dam on the Peace River

1n Brltlsh Col-unbia. GreaË conce.rn arose over Ëhe fat,e of the nil-lion and one

I tral-f acre delta if water l-evel-s vrere not returned to normal quickly. One can

only speculaËe on the results of all- the man+ade rrrater control- strucËures o¡t

a very eomplf.cated natural- eystem"

. I22"



The Peace-Athabasca Delta study unit is composed of three types of

ancient rock from three different periods of time and the more ïecently deposited

sediments which divide the area into active, semi-active and inactive, delta zones.

Figure 5 shows the surficial geology of the Peace-Athabasca Delta including loca-

tions of ancient rock outcrops and more recent sedimentation.

The ancient geology shows the pre-cambrian Canadian Shield to be north

and east of the unit" These rocky nobs were exposed after the retreat of the

lfisconsin glacier, approximately 10,0OO years ago. To the west of the study

unit, Devonion gypsum and linestone overlay the shield granites. To the south-

west of the delta study unit, are the Birch Mountains consistúng.ofMesozoic rock.
I

All three types of rocko although exposed in many places, have been covered to a.

great extent in more recent geological times by sedimentation from various sources.

The continuous deposition process has built up large areas of sediment

in certain parts of the region. New river channels have been cut in steeper out-

flow gradients and the sedimentation process started over again. TLre area of

heavy sedimentation around the mouth of the Athabasca River has produced over-

extended outflow channels (Fletcher Channel, Embarras River, etc.) and thus, the

cutting of new outlet channels further west through a shorter and steeper gradient

to Lake Mamawi or Lake Clare should be imminent.

Íkrree distinct parts of the sedimentation process occurring over the

delta study .r"" ...r?

1" Active Delta - continual receipt of bedload and suspended

sediments.

B. SURFICTAL GEOLOGY

"L23"

3 A. Hoo1e, op. cit., page 2l
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gure 5: SUR¡'ICIAI GEOLOGY Mi\P. The surficial geology map reproduced
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2. semi-Active Delta - annual receipt of bedload and suspended

sediments.

3. Inactive Delta - litt.le sedimentation except at extreme flood

stage

C. FLORÀ

The vegetation tlpes of the Peace Athabasca Delta are closely asso-

ciated with depositional and erosional processes and water levels. For the

puryoses of this report' the vegetation has been described according to the

classification system used by L. D. Cordes, in Vegetation Chanqe in the peace

.I25.

A
Athabasca Delta, 1970-741 This classificaÈion system is arranged and described

according Èo land e.'""t=, with a list of the vegetation units belonging to each

land facet listed under iÈ" A land facetn as defined by Dirschl et al (Lg74')5

is "an area of land in a particular parent material having fairly homogeneous

soil." Table one shows the genus and species associated with each land facet.

Table IV*- The Classification System i

(a) Point Bar & Levee

Equisetum
Eleochâiis .gUSgria
Salix interior

a gg_g1! . Page 37.

Salix-Alnus
Populus

1.

q' H. J. Dirschl"
Athabasca f¡elta.
L974, Page 19.

Picea

Active Delta

(b)

Landscape Evaluation and. PIan Succes.sional Trends; peace
Ottawa: Canadian Wildlife Service, Report Series No. 30,

Lakeshore & De1ta Plain

Sparsely vegetated mudflat
Senecio
Scirpus
Acornus
Scolochloa
Scolochloa-Carex
Scolochloa-Carex-Sal ix
Sleocharis-C"r"*
Carex
S-"ii"-C"r""
Calamagrostis
Phragmites
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2. Semi-Active DeIta

(Perched Basin d,nd Backslope
of Levee)

Potamogeton
Senecio
EguÍsetum
ScoLochloa
Sc_olochloa-Carex
Carex
Salix-Carex
Salix
õãGñasrostis

3r,

Figure 6 shows the approximate

in the Peace-Athabasca delta.

L27

3. Inactive Delta

P o t amo s e_Lon -N upha r-LE¿ o g¡I 1lgl
Salix
Carex
Populus-Picea

4. Precambrian Outcrop

D"

The Peace Athabasca delta .rates as one of the most productive areas

in Canada for vegetationand wildlife. The swamp and marsh - and which composes

the vast majority of the delta, is equalled only by tropical forests,in iÈs

capacity for biological production" On a per unit area basis, it is actually

about three times more productive than our agricultural lands in the prairie

provinces to the south.6 Figure 7'presents a composite mapping of the critical

wíld1ife habitat, as reproduced from A. Hoole's Area Planning Peace A

'7

Delta.' The habitat considered includes that of waterfowl, bison and moose.

!f ate rfowl

FAUNA

populus-E@
Juniperus
Stip"-ertemisia
* adapted from L. D. Cordes'

Vegetation Change in P.A.D. L97O-74.

location of the various land facet types

The Peace Athabasca delta is extremely important as a stopping or

staging ground for hundreds of thousands of migratory waterfowl which fo1low

6 
".."" 

Athabasca Delta Group, O.p. cit., Page 6

7 r¡ia. Page 42
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four international fl1n+ays through the delta - Pacific Flyway, Central Fllnvay,

Atlantic Fllzway and Mississippi Fl1rvray. This staging occurs in Ëhe spring and

fall of each year covering the shores of lakes Claire and Mamawi with birds-

Not alt pass through the delta. Many stop to breed and raise their

young. The most popular nesting sites for waterfowl are along the shores of

perched. basins and stream channels. In irg7I, 163,000 breeding pairs of ducks

prod.ucted. approximately 600,OOO young.S

Later in the sunìmer, many-.of the ducks and geese that went further

norÈh.to nest, return to the delta to moult. The delta supplies sufficient

vegetation for protective cover during the flightless period. The numbers of

ducks, geese and swans present auiing this faII staging, appear consid.erably

higher than during spring staging,

Muskrat

- 729

The muskrat is an important member of the delta wildtife com'nunity.

It is the basis of the trapping industry for the people of Fort Chipewyan as

it is a conÌmon anj:nal. The majority of the favourable muskrat habitat is 1o-

cated within the park. Harvesting of this park resource by the local population

is permiÈted u¡der the special condítions appÌying to the establ-ishment. and

operation of this particular park. The highest park muskrat catch recorded.,

was 1441000 pelts in the winter of L965/66.9 à

I tbid, Page 30.

9 ,¡ia, Page 31.

# ttre average catch
decrease since 1966.

is considerably lower than this figure and. has been on the



The lush grass and sedge ùeadows of the delta maintain the largest
free roaming herd of bison in the world. 

.The 
severe flood of the spring of

1974 greatry reduced the number of bison in the delta. rt is nov¡ estimated

that there are approximatety 3r500 anim.r".10 Ttre bison themselves, bring
change to the delta as their trails can become as wide as highways and their
grazinE slorvs succession from grasslands to aspen and spruce forests.

Moose

Bison

. 130

The moose is a relatively

today" This is attrjJcuted to heawy

of Fort Chipewyan wTro depend on the

and handicrafts are made"

' The moose prefers those sections of the delta which support a variety
of habitat tlpes, including conifers, wil1ows, 1ow shrubs and marshes-

canad'ian vlildlife service statistic=ll 
"hor that the estimated annual

increase in population is 2ot which is well below that figure necessary to ïe-
plenish the populat,ion after the hunting harvest has been obtained.

Fish

rare animal in the peace-Athabasca Delta

predation, primarily by the native people

moose for food and hides from which clothês

The wealth of fish as a rèsource in the derta helps exprain thé large
human use of the area. Goldeye spawn in Lake cLaire¡s plankton-rich waters.
They follovt a regular migration route, overwintering in the peace River and

south on the Quatre Fourches, then returning to Lake claire to spahrn. other
important species include walleye and. northern pike.

10

1t

Park Warden Service,

Peace-Athabasca Delta

Fort Chiperdyan, Op. cit.

Group, Op. cit., page 34.



The most obvious forms of wildlife have been very briefly mentioned

here and it should be noted that a large number of other types co-exist with

these. For instancer the timber wolf is found wherever the bison range and it

is an i-mportant member of the Delta!s biotic community. As well, speeies more

scarce are present such as the peregrine falcon. These rare and sensitive birds

should be studied carefully to ensure that interpretation programs and associated

visitor use patterns will not destroy their habitat" Nesting sites should be

documented and carefully avoided by all interpretive programs (hikes, canoe

routes, etc") "

Others

.131.

E"

The strategic location of Fort Chipevtyan and the Peace-Athabasca De1ta

on the major transportatíon routes north and south has established it as one of

the ol-dest, toy¡ns in Western Canada and has bestowed on the area' a wealth of

human history. This fact has been recognized by Parks Canada and Fort Chipewyan

has been identified as a potential National Historic Park area.

It would be impossible to deal in depth with the history of the region"

Suffíce it to say that the historyo the buildings, routes and other things asso-

ciated with ito constitute important interpretive resources"

The development of an active interpretive program in the Peace-Athabasca

Delta provides a greater possibility for local native involveinent in ttrat pro-

gran" It is recommended that the origin of local names and facts of interest

about the Fort Chipewyan region be obtained while there are still people alive

who have this knowledge. Many of the local n¿Imes given in this rePort are not

TTUMAN RESOURCE



prinÈed on the topographic mapsr but gained from conversations with Mr. R. Fraser,

a long time resident of Fort Chipe$ryan.

'L32



APPENDIX II - THE ZONING CLASSES AS DESCRIBED IN AREA PLANNTNG:

Class I - Speql¿l Preservation

DELTA BY A. HOOLE.12

Special- reservation areas are those with r:nique or otherwise valuable qualities,

worthy of the highest degree of protection or they may be, representative examples

of the various natural communities and features which exist in the park. Class r

areas are of two general types: special ecological areas and areas with special

historical or cultural features.

Cl-ass II - Wilderness Areas

. 133

rn Class rr areas, the primary puryose is preservation of a wilderness environ-

ment which provides the land base for such extensive recreational opportr¡nities
'as hikingr prímitive camping, horseback riding and nature observation. This

usually comprises the largest portion of the park where natural evolutionary

processes take precedence over maÌt¡s management techniques. Management however,

may be required in areas in danger from over use.

Class III - Natural Environment Areas

PEASE ATHABASCA

Typically, these lands border on intensive use areas, or between such areas where

the wilderness character is diminished by the activities occurring in adjacent

areas" The management objective for Class III is the same as for Class II - the

maintenance of a natural_ environment through the minimization of manrs management

techniques, and Èhe uses in this class are the same as in crass rr.

1'o. 
HooLe, 9p. cit., page 60.



Class IV - Ourdoor Recreation Areas

Existing and future outdoor recreational facilities lie within activity centres

and campgrounds. Class IVT lands are devoted to pubtic transit routes which

allow access for the park visitor.

Class V - Intensive Use Areas

The objective in this class is to concentrate necessary visitor services in
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relatively confined areas, rather than locating them throughout the park. The

provision of urban type recreational facilities is not part of the basic purpose

of National Parks. Facilities in harmony with the purpose and preservation of

a park may be intròduced as required to meet recreational needsr but always so

as to minimize impairment, and not at all j-f substantial impairment is inevitable



APPENDIX ITI - LANDSCAPE TOLERÀNCE

Figure I ie a landscape tolerance map which has been reprodueed in
this report from A. Hoolers, Area Planning: peace-Athabasca De1ta13 or, as

commonly referred to, the master p1an. Figure I takes into consideration t].e
surficial geology and vegetation zones to show areas of relatively high land-

scape toLerance (pre-cambrian shield, Peace and Athabasca forests) which have

been considered by ttre master plan to be suitable for traditional park uses

(camping, hiking, boating, etc.). A1l other areas such as the Meadows and

Mudflat region are considered to have low landscape tolerance in the master

pJ-an because of the potential damage to their delicate ecosystems which any

intensive visitor qpe would entail. However, from field trips to the shield

delta area of Èhe Peace-Athabasca delta, the author, is of the opinion that

elements of the flora are susceptiJcle to damage" Accordinglyo care should be

exercised in the design of access means and visitor use facilities even in these

areas of relatively high tolerance"

13s .

13 op. .it. Page 41, Figure 12.
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APPENDIX IV

The genus and species of

report, are presented here in order

caused by local terminology.

PI,ANTS

Corrunon Name

Bearberry
Blueberry
Buffalo Grass
Bullrush
Bunchberry
Cattail
Horsetail !

Lichens
I'losses
Mor¡ntain Cranberry
Ostrich Fern
Reed Grass, Bent
Reed Grass" Giant
Sed.ge
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common plants and animals mentioned in the

to eliminate mistakes oI misunderstandings

Genus and Species

Aspen
Balsam Poplar
Bircho Paper
Elm
Jack-Pine
,funiper, Creeping
Spruce, Bl-ack
Spruce r !,fhite
Tamarack
Wil1ow

Arctostapþylos uva-ursi
Vaccinium angustifoljlum
Bouteloua gracilis
Scirpus validus
Cornus canadensis
Typha latifolia
Equisetum arvense
Deuteromycota
Bryophyta
Vàccinium vitis idaea

TREES

Pteretis sp.
Calamagrotis sp. ¡

Phragm.ites commrrnis
carex atherodes

Bald Eagle
Bittern
Coot
Ducks
Geese
Loon, Common

Godwite Hudsonian
Peregrine Falcon

BIRDS

Popul-us
Populus
Betula papyrifera
Ulmus americana
Pinus banksiana

tremuloides

Juniperus

balsamifera

Picea mariana
Picea glauca
Larix laricina
Salix spp.,

horizontalis

rialiaéétus leucocephalus
B"t""n s ie"tigi""s.*
FuIica americana
Anatinae, Aythyinae
Brånta canadénsis, Anser
il"ta ttnner
ffi-"@"t*
Falco perêgrinus anatrm

åIbifrons, chén spp.



Pigeon Hawk
Sandhill Crane
Spruce Grouse
Swan
YellowIegs

ANIMALS

BIRDS - Continued

Barrenland Carilcou
Bear
Bison
Moose
l4uskrat
lfo1f
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Goldeye
Lake Trout 

û

Northern Pike
Walleye or Pickerel

Falco columbarius
Grus canaclensís

FISTT

c""".ir'ffiãdénsis
õ1"r ..l"*bffi'"s-
Tótanus spp.

Rangifer tarandus
Ursus americanus
Bison bison
Alces alces
õãã-uriãlË-"rhicus
Canis lupus

Hiodon alosoides
Salvelinus nänaycush
Esox läilus
ffi""t"aio" vitreum vitreum


